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A young life, so full of hope and talent ended before its true 

potential was realized. Even so, Lili Boulanger's oeuvre stands alone as a 

prime example of artistic quality and purity. Her expression is clear and 

personal, giving us insight into the world in which she lived. A discussion 

of her life reveals a lonely girl who turned to music as her permanent voice 

in history. A discussion of her works reveals a highly intelligent and 

determined woman who composed brilliant music in spite of debilitating 

illness and prejudice. A discussion of the woman reveals Lili Boulanger to 

be an extraordinary person who cared for her family, friends , and 

fellowman. The first woman to win the Grand Prix de Rome competition in 

music, Boulanger is a role model for women composers who followed her. 
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Lili Boulanger (1893 - 1918): Her Life and Works 

Emerging from a society who viewed female musicians, artists and 

writers as "women of questionable virtue," Lili Boulanger shines with a 

talent and virtue that is remarkably evident within such a short life 

(Rosenstiel, 1982, 6). Her music has been programmed all over the world 

in concerts that celebrate the accomplishm.ents of women cmnposers and 

artists. She left a small, but indelible body of work that shows depth, 

insight, and a genius for setting text to music. She is a role nwdel for 

modern students of composition and all the musical arts. Despite her 

debilitating illness, she pushed herself to be creative. She took great 

responsibility for her own education, without becoming dependent on her 

teachers. Considering the brevity of her life, her ouevre emerges as 

extensive and mature. Who was this tall, beautiful but sickly girl who was 

the first woman to win the Grand Prix de Rome and how did she accomplish 

so much in such a short life? By first looking at the family from which she 

came, one can begin to see the heritage that gave her such strength. 
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Family 

The Boulanger family began its musical tradition in 1797 at the 

Conservatoire National in Paris, which had opened only two years earlier. 

On October 24 of that year, the first Boulanger won a prize from the 

Conservatoire for his performance on violoncello. A nineteen-year-old 

violoncello student, Frederic Boulanger, performed works by varied 

composers, such as Salieri, Gluck, and Cherubini, and took home first 

prize for violoncello. In addition to his career as a cellist in the King's 

Chapel from 1797- 1820, he was a professor at L'Ecole Royale de Musique. 

Later, during the years 1816 through 1820 he served as a voice professor at 

the Conservatoire National (Rosenstiel, 1978, 20). 

Marie-Julie Ballinger, his future wife, also attended the Conservatoire 

National beginning in 1806, and in 1809, she too won a prize- first prize for 

voice. In 1810, she won first prize in Comedie lyrique, and in 1811, she 

became a member of the Theatre de l'Opera-Comique. By this time, she had 

already married Frederic Boulanger. Thus, throughout her career, she was 

known professionally as Madame Boulanger. Despite her family 

responsibilities, which included a young son born in September 1815, Mme 
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Boulanger continued her career as a professional singer. She finally retired 

in 1845 after thirty-four years with l'Opera-Comique. She died 

unexpectedly from a ruptured blood vessel on July 23, 1850 (Rosenstie1, 

1978, 20, 25). 

Henri-Alexandre-Ernest Boulanger was born on September 16, 1815. 

When Ernest was five years old, his father abandoned him and his mother; 

after that Ernest had little contact with his father throughout the rest of his 

life (Rosenstiel, 1982, 9). As the son of two musicians, Ernest grew up 

around friends of his mother that included some of the greatest writers 

and artists in France at that time. Family friends included writers such as 

Alexandre Dumas, actors such as Frederick Lemaltre, his uncle by 

marriage, and numerous musicians. Contrary to his mother's plans o.f 

making him an army officer, at age sixteen Ernest entered the Conservatoire 

National (also known as the Conservatoire de Musique). Five years later, he 

became the first Boulanger to win the Grand Prix de Rome in 1835. This 

competition awarded the winner four years of travel and study 

throughout Italy, Greece, Egypt, Austria, and Germany. In addition, 

winners were given the opportunity to have their original opera produced 

in Paris after their return in 1840 (Rosenstiel, 1982, 10). 
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His year in Italy (Fall 1836 - Fall 1837) in the Villa lviedici was 

eventful, as two cholera epidemics plagued Italy in 1836 and 1837 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 25). Ernest never contracted the disease. In 1837, 

without permission from the school or the Italian government, he led a 

group of fellow students to Florence where the disease had not reached. 

He received a liberal education from all his travels in Europe where he 

learned to speak French, German, English, and Italian. In addition to 

language, Ernest learned much from his studies in art, architecture, and 

history. Upon his return to France in 1840, Ernest successfully presented 

his one-act opera, Le Diable a !'ecole, at the Opera-Comique (Rosenstiel, 1982, 

11). By 1842, Ernest had gained a reputation in Paris for his comic operas, 

showing the influence of his mother (Rosenstiel, 1978, 25). 

Eight years later, while Ernest worked hard to achieve success in his 

composing endeavors as well as in his teaching, his rnother died 

unexpectedly. This did not hinder his ambition to pursue his goals. His 

four great ambitions were: first, to be a successful opera composer; second, 

to obtain a professorship at the Conservatoire; third, to obtain the Legion 

d'Honneur; and last, to become a member of the Academie des Beaux-Arts. 

As an opera composer, Mr. Boulanger never achieved the success that he 

would have liked to, but he continued to compose comic operas in hopes 
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of attaining greater success. In 1872, at the age of fifty-seven, he became a 

professor at the Conservatoire where he taught voice. For many years, the 

Legion d'honneur that Ernest coveted was given to others until, finally, in 

1869, at age fifty-four, he received his overdue recognition. His last great 

ambition, election to the Academie, was not as easy to obtain. One could 

only be elected to this elite intellectual group upon the death of one of the 

members. Ernest tried many times, but lost every time. Often his loss was 

by a very small margin, thus Ernest never realized this ambition 

(Rosenstiel, 1982, 10- 13). 

Example 1 -Ernest Boulanger 1872 Example 2- Ernest Boulanger late 1890s 

In St. Petersburg, Rosa Ivanovna Myschetsky was born to a Russian 

noble family on December 19, 1856. In actual Russian records, there is no 

evidence that a noble family by this name ever existed (Boulanger, 1982, 

13). Little is known of her parents; however, she said that her father had 

been the registrar at a secondary school in St. Petersburg. A beautiful and 
5 



intelligent young woman, Princess 1v1yschetsky, or Raissa, grew up 

according to the customs of Russian nobihty; and thus was taught Russian, 

German, and French while she was very young. At age sixteen, she took 

exams to become a home tutor, the equivalent of a governess. This is 

further proof that Raissa was probably not of the nobility; because, if 

Raissa were of noble birth, she would not have been permitted to become a 

governess. Regardless, she obtained a perfect score in Russian, German, 

French, and geography. In addition, she scored high in grammar and 

hygiene (Rosenstiel, 1982, 13). 

In 1874, Ernest Boulanger performed in Russia, where Raissa saw 

him conduct. After this, Raissa persuaded her mother to allow her to 

immigrate to France to study music. There is some evidence that Raissa 

had married a commoner named Shuvalov in Russia before her 

emigration, although she always tried to hide this fact (Rosenstiel, 1982, 

13). During her first few months in France, Raissa stayed with her 

childhood friend, Loulou (Louise) Gonet. On her entrance documents to 

the Conservatoire, Raissa falsified her date of birth by saying she was born 

in 1858, in essence passing herself off as two years younger than she really 

was. As revealed on her death certificate and tombstone, this new birth 

date stayed with her the rest of her life (Rosenstiel, 1982, 13 - 15). 
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She convinced Professor Boulanger to allow her to join his voice 

class in September 1876. She received no scholarship; at the Conservatoire, 

she was not considered a conscientious sh1dent. Her solfege teacher 

wrote, after her first year, that she was unreliable in attendance and had 

learned nothing. After the next year, he was a little happier with her, but 

he wrote, "Became a bit more conscientious without getting much better." 

Clearly, he was unimpressed. Professor Boulanger held a different view: 

He called her intelligent and distinguished. By the third semester, he had 

married his young student. They were married at the Eglise du Regiment 

des Chasseurs de la Garde de Corps in St. Petersburg, on September 16, 1877. 

On their marriage certificate, Ernest was sixty-two years old, and Ra1ssa 

only nineteen (Rosenstiel, 1982, 16). 

Example 3 - Rai:ssa Boulanger Example 4 - Rai:ssa Boulanger Example 5 - Rai:ssa Boulanger 
1876 1892 1922, Gargenville 

The couple's first apartment was located at 25 Rue Maubeuge in 

Montmartre. In the tradition of Ernest's mother, the couple invited many 
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French artists and musiCians to their horne, including Gabriel Faure, 

Charles Gounod, Charles Massenet, and Camille Saint-Saens. Rai:ssa was a 

difficult employer to their servants; however, she could be quite generous 

when she wanted to. Typically, Madame Boulanger received callers on 

Wednesday, when she served tea and often presented tnusicales 

(Rosenstiel, 1982, 17). 

Rai:ssa had several miscarriages before the birth of their first child on 

January 16, 1885. Ernestine Mina Juliette Boulanger died nineteen months 

later possibly because of a fall. In memory of his mother, Marie-Julie, 

Ernest named all of his children after her. On September 16, 1887 the 

Boulanger's second daughter, Juliette Nadia, was born. Before she was 

one year old, the family moved to a larger apartment on the Rue La Bruyere 

also in the Montmartre district. This section of Paris was notorious for the 

numerous prostitution houses that existed there during the early 1900s. 

Nadia survived to live a very long life (Rosenstiel, 1982, 17, 18). Their 

third daughter, Marie-Juliette Olga (Lili) was born on August 21, 1893 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 30). When Rai:ssa was older, in reality forty-two years 

old, she gave birth to her fourth and last baby, another girl. Lea Marie

Louise was born on March 24, 1898. Sadly, a few months later, at noon on 

August 18, 1898, the little girl died (Rosenstiel, 1982, 39). 
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Nadia Boulanger (1887 -1979) 

Juliette-Nadia at first had a violent dislike for music. While Ernest 

was teaching voice lessons at the apartment, Nadia would throw temper 

tantrums, run, and hide under the piano and then cry until the house was 

silent again. Nadia wanted to be a doctor, an unheard of profession for a 

female at that time. She did not care what others thought and dressed in 

little boy's velvet suits until around age six. After one of her characteristic 

outbursts, Ernest remarked to his wife, "What a strange little girl we 

have!" (Rosenstiel, 1982, 21) 

Raissa ruled Nadia with a strict and perfectionist manner. Nadia 

adhered to a study schedule that was itnposed by her mother; this 

schedule included intense hours of study and memorization of music as 

well as languages. Her training even included lessons on posture in which 

Raissa strapped Nadia to a chair to effect perfect posture (Martin). 

W L 

-• 
Example 6- Baby Nadia with her Example 7- Nadia, age 4, dressed Example 8- Nadia in 1934 

German nurse like a boy 
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Around the age of six, two events happened that changed Nadia's 

life forever. The first occurred when she heard a fire bell outside the 

apartment and then went to the piano to recreate the sound. From then 

on, Nadia was drawn to music, and eventually, in later life, became one of 

the most well known teachers of music in all of history. In Mademoiselle: 

Conversations with Nadia Boulanger Nadia describes her awakening love 

of music this way: 

"As a child I couldn't bear the least note of music, I was almost ill, I yelled. 
drew crowds. I could not listen to a single note. .. . My father drew thick 
curtains when giving lessons so as not to disturb his poor miserable crazy child. 
I had never been near a piano in my life, never. It was a monster that terrified 
me. And then one day, suddenly, I discovered it with a passion; hearing the fire 
brigade in the street, I sat down at the piano to h·y to reproduce the notes. I can 
still see my father standing there saying, 'what a funny little girl we have!' 
because he had worried. And from that day on it was music all day long! They 
couldn't make me leave the piano." (Monsaingeon 20) 

The second event that had an even greater impact on Nadia's life 

was the birth of the Boulangers third child. With the birth of Lili, Nadia 

was given a great responsibility. Ernest handed Nadia her baby sister and 

asked her to take responsibility of her new sibling. Ernest knew that with 

his advancing age he would not be around to take care of the three of them 

for much longer. Therefore, it was settled that Nadia would have to be 

trained to take care of her mother and sister after her father was gone. 

Unfortunately for Nadia, she would have to work twice as hard to support 

them because she was a woman. In France, in that era, women were not 
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permitted by law to receive more than half the amount men received for 

the same work. In addition, musicians considered women less talented 

than men overall. Thus, the responsibility was a heavy one for young 

Nadia, but she rose to the occasion. Nadia is quoted as saying, "I walked 

into my mother's room a carefree child and left it an adult" (Martin). In 

one of her Conversations with Monsaingeon, she adds: 

"The day my father announced 'you have a little sister' I went to stand in front of 
the cradle where this little sister was. I was six, and I felt I had been entrusted 
with her protection. Very soon it was I who was protected, because she was 
stronger, had more energy, a greater faith, in a different measure from mine." 
(Monsaigeon, 82) 

Nevertheless, following her father's death, Nadia worked hard for the rest 

of her life to take financial care of her mother and sister. 

In preparation for the chosen career of music, Nadia's life became 

busy with music. At age seven, Nadia began to audit courses at the 

Conservatoire, in addition to the private lessons that Conservatoire 

professors would give her. At age nine, she passed the difficult entrance 

examinations and officially entered the Conservatoire as the youngest 

registered member of her class. At the end of her first year, she attempted 

the year-end elementary musicianship competition. Due to the intense 

stress of the day of competition, she fell asleep while sequestered for the 

evening part of the competition (Rosenstiel, 1982, 37). 
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During the next few years, she studied organ with Louis Vierne, and 

solfege with Madame Roy. Nadia placed third in the 1897 solfege 

competition, and in the Spring of 1898, Nadia won first prize in organ, at 

age eleven. Later that year after the death of her youngest sister, Nadia 

returned to the Conservatoire for the next term. Beginning with this term, 

she was enrolled in August Chapuis's harmony class for girls. Again, she 

entered the year-end all day competition. Due to the pressure, and no 

doubt her grief from the loss of her sister, she was too exhausted to finish 

the exams. She fell asleep. During the next year she continued to study 

hard and her teacher remarked that she was "making progress" 

(Rosenstiel, 1982, 39). 

During all her musical studies, Nadia was also busy at the Eglise de 

la Trinite with religious classes leading up to her First Communion. 

Because the Boulanger family lived in France, a Roman Catholic country, 

traditionally, children attended special religious classes to educate them in 

the workings and doctrine of the church. At age twelve, Nadia, like other 

French Catholic girls, received her First Communion in the Catholic 

Church. This event was a happy but serious one for Nadia, as it signified 

her first step toward her own conversion as a Catholic. Their family 

friend, Loulou Gonet, gave Nadia a gold pendant that she kept for the rest 
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of her life, thus commemorating this deeply emotional experience 

(Rosenstiel, 1982, 39). 

Ernest had retired from his job at the Conservatoire in 1894 due to an 

intense respiratory infection that left him weak and susceptible to i1lness. 

By 1900 he was still teaching privately, but his illness confined hin1 to bed 

most of the time. During this time, because of the il1nesses of her father 

and sister that preoccupied her mother and the servants, Nadia had to 

begin walking to school alone, which was not proper according to 

standards of behavior for a young lady of that era. Walking alone was 

especially inappropriate considering the area of Paris in which the family 

lived. Thus, Nadia, under the direction of her mother, developed a 

manner of dress that was simple and severe in contrast to the dress of the 

local prostitutes. This validated the fact that she was not "one of the girls" 

(Rosenstiel, 1982, 40). 
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Lili Boulanger: Early Years (1893 - 1909) 

t .· . 
Example 9- Baby Lili with her Example 10- Lili, age 6 

French nurse 
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Example 11 -Nadia and Lili in 

mourning for their father 

During Nadia's struggles with her Conservatoire training, Lili was 

growing up and learning music faster than Nadia was. Concepts that took 

years for Nadia to master, Lili learned in a few months. At age two, Lili 

sang songs by ear while Faure accompanied her. By age five, Lili began to 

audit Nadia's organ classes with Louis Vierne, and by 1900, she began 

auditing Paul Vidal's accompaniment class at the Conservatoire (Rosenstiel, 

1978, 33). 

However, her early life was not without struggle. She suffered from 

illness all of her life. At age two she almost died from a severe case of 

bronchial pneumonia that left her immune system very weak. After that, 

she developed Crohn's disease, an inflammation of the small and large 

intestines that plagued her for the rest of her life. Due to the disease, Lili 
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suffered from recurrent bouts of cramps, night sweats, nausea, and 

diarrhea, which weakened her whenever they occurred. An episode could 

be caused by overexertion, lack of sufficient sleep, or even the cmnmon 

cold. At the time there was no cure for this disease so the family accepted 

the fact that Lili would eventually die from it (Rosenstiel, 1982, 36). 

In modern times, this disease is known as Crohn's disease. 

Fortunately today, the condition is treatable and does not severely 

diminish a person's life expectancy. According to the Mayo Clinic Health 

bulletin, complications of the disease include obstruction and thickening of 

the intestinal wall, openings or holes in the intestinal wall, and 

malnutrition due to frequent bouts of diarrhea. Unfortunately for 

Boulanger, treatment was limited in contrast to the many options available 

today (Mayo). 

In contrast to Nadia's moodiness and temperamental behavior, Lili 

was meek and charming. She bore a striking resemblance to her 

grandmother Julie, and this definitely contributed to Ernest's favoritism 

toward her. He told her many stories of the family's history and his 

preference for Lili was clear. In addition, Lili carried the role of family 

peacemaker, a vital role due to the frequent outbursts between her mother 

and Nadia, her mother and the servants, and Nadia and the servants 
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(Rosenstiel, 1982, 36, 40). Lili was affectionate and warm, in contrast to 

Nadia's severity and tantrums .. On the surface, Lili appeared to be intense 

and serious; however, with her friends and family her sense of humor was 

active in the practical jokes that were rampant in the Boulanger household 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 33, 34). 

Death became a part of Lili's life from an early age. When she was a 

few days short of her fifth birthday, her four-month old sister died. This 

was certainly difficult for the five-year old to understand. Even more 

difficult was the event, less than two years later, when her father became 

suddenly ill and died. In 1900, Ernest had been invited to show the score 

of one of his choral works at the Universal Exposition in Paris. The 

Exposition opened on April 14, 1900 with great success. However, Ernest 

was at home that day, probably ill, when, at 1 PM, while arguing aesthetics 

with Nadia, he suddenly died in mid-sentence. Due to the family being in 

mourning, the showing of his works was canceled. This event would 

change the lives of these two young girls forever. His death was 

publicized in more than one Parisian paper, and one report summed it up 

nicely saying, "He was witty and full of life; he stayed young up until the 

last day of his long, hard-working and beautiful existence" (Rosenstiel, 

1982, 42). 
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Nadia described the effect this event had on Lili in this way: 

"I believe that her whole talent was rooted in her first knowledge of grief. When 
our father died, she was six years old . And at six she understood what death 
was; that it is the grief of surviving someone you love. She never forgot that up 
to her own death; She never forgot any detail of our father's life, of his habits, 
where he used to put things; the trivial as well as the important things." 
(Monsaingeon 22) 

This grief permeates her compositions, in both her choice of text, as well as 

her musical ideas that are dark and sober. 

Lili's education until 1909 was sporadic due to her ill health. A 

tutor, Mlle. Leonie Negre, was put in charge of Lili's education. In 

addition to the tutoring, Lili also for a time attended the Cours Dieterlen, a 

general school on the Rue du Colisee. Due to her health, though, she never 

attended regularly. With regard to her musical training, whenever she 

was well enough to do so, Lili audited her sister's Conservatoire classes. 

These included harmony, organ, accompaniment, history lectures by Louis 

Aubert, and in 1902, she began to audit Gabriel Faure's composition class. 

Her first music lessons were from Mme. Roy who had taught solfege to 

Nadia. She had violin lessons from Fernand Luquin, violoncello lessons 

from Fernande Reboul, harp lessons from Marcel Tournier and Alphonse 

Hasselmans, and piano lessons from Mme. Helene Chaumont. None of 

these lessons lasted very long because of her uncertain health for which 

prolonged effort became impossible (Rosenstiel, 1978, 35). 
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She managed to perform in a few recitals during this period. Her 

first public performance was on September 5, 1901 in a musical mass at 

Notre Dame du Bon Secours in Trouville. She played Godard 's Berceuce and 

Gounod's Priere on violin. Lili had celebrated her eighth birthday only 

fifteen days before this recital (Rosenstiel, 1978, 35, 36). 
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Example 12- Program of Lili's first recital 

Nadia discussed Lili's "whimsicality" for music in this way: 

"My younger sister Lili played music; we were extraordinarily close and 
attached but quite independent. She roamed about, musically; playing the piano 
a little, the violin a little, the violoncello a little, the organ a little, composing. She 
already had ideas, some of which were developed in a very moving way." 
(Monsaingeon 21) 

Lili' s inconsistency in staying with one instrument was her way of learning 

as much about music as possible. The next recital program that she was 

involved in was a recital for Mme. Chaumont's pupils in February 1904. In 
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this recital, Lili played Beethoven's Piano Sonata in c#-minor. The following 

year, Lili again was part of Mme. Chaumont's recital when she played 

Schumann's Berceuse (Rosenstiel, 1978, 36). 

Besides music, Lili was very interested in languages and liter~ture . She embarked on a 
self-imposed reading program, including the classics by such writers as Aeschylus. 
Sophocles, Euripides, Shakespeare, Poe, Tolstoy, Maeterlinck, and Jamrnes. This love of 
reading continued the rest of her life. Concerning languages, her mother was fluent in 
Russian, French, and German, with a little English as well. Mme. Boulanger taught these 
languages to her daughters. Russian was not spoken around the house while Ernest was 
alive, because he did not understand it. After his death , however, it is iikeiy that Ra"issa 
spoke it more often. In fact, Lili learned the language well enough to write a phonetic 
version of Russian using the Cyrillic alphabet (Rost:nstiel, 1978, 38). 
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Example 13- Letter to Miki addressed in French and phonetic Russian 

Meanwhile, since the death of her father, the family had been 

searching for a new place to live because they could not bear to live with 

all the memories of Ernest that were vividly present throughout the 

apartment. Nadia was not yet old enough to take on the responsibility of 

financially caring for her mother and sister, so they had to stay at the Rue 

La Bruyere apartment for a while longer. Nadia's work at the Conservatoire 
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did not diminish in the slightest through this whole time. The year her 

father died, 1900, she won the second runner-up prize in harmony. 

During this same year, Nadia was admitted to Paul Vidal's piano 

accompaniment class, one of the most rigorous classes at the school. This 

demanding class entailed facility in sight-reading, improvising, figured 

bass accompaniment, transposition at sight, and full orchestral score sight

reading on piano. Due to her mother's depression and irritability after 

Ernest's death, Nadia threw herself into her musical studies to escape the 

difficulties at home. In addition, the sooner she could win her prizes, the 

sooner she could begin teaching to support her mother and sister, thus the 

sooner they could move. Nadia won second prize for harmony in 1901, 

and first prize for harmony in 1903 (Rosenstiel, 1982, 39). 

During Nadia's last year at the Conservatoire, 1903-1904, she officially 

entered Faure's composition class. Though difficult to please, Faure had 

great respect for Nadia's work. In fact, in later years, he told her that it 

had been a mistake on her part to abandon composition. Nadia 

abandoned composition because she felt Lili was the family's composer, 

and that her own efforts paled in comparison (Rosenstiel, 1982, 45,46). 

In the spring of 1904, Nadia won three first prizes: one in organ, one 

in accompaniment, and one in fugue. After she won her prizes, she met 
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the famous pianist and art collector, Raoul Pugno, who was, at the tilne, 

fifty-two years old. He singled Nadia out to offer praise and 

encouragement, and over the next few years, he guided her to audit 

Charles-Mario Widor's composition classes at the Conservatoire. He 

became a friend of the family as well as a mentor for sixteen-year-old 

Nadia (Rosenstiel, 1982, 48). Pugno was also impressed with young 

Boulanger's talents for improvising and sight-reading (Rosenstiel, 1978, 

40). 

_, 
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Example 14- Nadia and Gabriel Faure in 1904 Example 15- Nadia and Pugno in 1910 

With Nadia's freedom to make money, the Boulanger women finally 

moved from the rue La Bruyere apartment to the fourth floor apartment at 

36 rue Ballu in October of 1904. The new apartment was larger, and there 

was even a self-powered elevator in their wing, which proved helpful to 

Lili as her illness increased in severity. With Nadia's new status as a 
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professional organist and organ teacher, the family purchased a new 

Cavaille-Coll-Mutin organ. (Rosenstiet 1982, 51-53). 

Nadia continued to study composition, and aspired to win the Prix 

de Rome. She entered the competition in 1906 and 1907 without being 

chosen to continue to the first round. In 1908 she entered again. This time, 

she met with outright hostility to her participation in the competition from 

Camille Saint-Saens. She didn't help matters when, out of rebelliousness, 

she composed an instrumental fugue instead of the required vocal one. 

Despite the scandal that surrounded the preliminary round, Nadia 

advanced to the final round, and finished by winning Second Grand Prize, 

which in actuality is third place (Rosenstiel, 1982, 59- 69). 

When Lili's illnesses progressively intensified, her mother took her 

to several spas throughout Europe to try to cure her. While away, Lili 

wrote several letters to Nadia that described her illness and corrunented on 

her musical activities, as well as the reactions of others to her. Nadia 

remained reluctant to make public this private correspondence, citing her 

reasons as follows: 

"I have scruples that I haven't overcome about the publication of certain of her 
letters. There was not the shadow of a secret in my sister's life, but I feel that if I 
published her correspondence, she'd say to me, 'What! I wrote them to you and 
you are showing them to all the world!' ... She represents the best, most 
intimate, the most profound elements in my life. Only silence seems to suit these 
feelings." (Monsaingeon 82) 
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In correspondence to her godfather, William Bouwens, Lili often 

spoke of the feelings of isolation that haunted her. Due to the nature of her 

susceptibility to illness, and encouraged by her mother, Lili had little 

physical contact with other humans (Rosenstiel, 1978, 42). As her illness 

increased in severity, it was deemed necessary to give Boulanger a room of 

her own instead of sharing with her mother and sister as she had done all 

her life. No doubt, this contributed to her feelings of isolation and 

detachment from the rest of the world. She coped with her growing 

isolation by inventing her own language that only she and the little boy 

next door could understand (Rosenstiel, 1982, 55, 56). She also coped by 

seeking comfort from her pet dogs, Kitchell and Fachoun. She loved 

nature and animals, but the illnesses kept her from going outside on walks 

with her friends and animals as often as she would have liked to go 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 42). 

Example 16- Front of 36 rue Ballu Example 17- Boulanger with her dog Fauchon in 1913 
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After Ernest died, the Boulangers still cultivated a large circle of 

artistic friends, especially after their move to rue Ballu that was down the 

street from the Pugno home. In addition, once Nadia made friends with 

the Pugnos, the Boulangers spent their summers at the Pugnos summer 

home in Gargenville. Here, in Gargenville, Boulanger completed many 

compositions throughout the remaining summers of her life. Boulanger 

composed several pieces before 1910, but burned most of them when she 

began to study at the Conservatoire. Most of the pieces had been written 

during 1909. Unfortunately, for those of us that survive her, these pieces 

are lost forever (Rosenstiel, 1978, 43). 

Lili Boulanger was now sixteen. What would she do if something 

happened to her mother or sister? How would she take care of herself? 

Her mother posed these questions to her in 1909. Boulanger had been 

brought up a proper young lady, but due to health problems, she would 

have no hope of marriage. Thus, it was necessary for her to pursue 

education. With no hesitation, she chose composition with the Prix de 

Rome in view. She wanted to win the Prize that her father had won, and 

that her sister had barely failed to win. Thus, Boulanger began lessons in 

harmony and counterpoint with Georges Caussade and Paul Vidal, two of 

the most well known composition teachers in Paris (Rosenstiel, 1978, 46). 
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Lili Boulanger: Formal Studies and Beyond (1910 -1918) 

Boulanger began filling notebooks with hornework and 

compositions on December 10, 1909. She filled her first book of harmony 

assignments by February 1910. According to the customary practices at 

the Conservatoire, Boulanger was required to write her exercises in four 

parts, and in four clefs: soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. Boulanger's 

determination and intensity is evident in the manner in which she studied. 

She would have lessons every day, including weekends and holidays. If 

she or her teachers were away from Paris, she sent the homework to them 

for correction. By March of 1911, Boulanger had filled eight notebooks 

with homework and compositions. In the summer of 1911, because 

Caussade was away in Brussels, Boulanger took her lessons in fugue from 

her sister. This is the only documented time that she had Nadia for a 

teacher (Rosenstiel, 1978, 47-49). 

Boulanger's illness seemed to be giving her a break at this time, and 

she took advantage of it. During the summer of 1911, Boulanger became 

good friends of Miki Pire, a piano student of Pugno's. Just like Boulanger, 

Miki's mother was Russian and her father was French. This helped 

Boulanger practice her Russian, as Miki had grown up in St. Petersburg. 
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Boulanger called her "little Miki." This was a term of endearment as well 

as a description. Miki was not even five feet tall, while Boulanger was 

taller than Nadia, making her at least five feet six inches tall. Miki became 

Boulanger's companion that summer (Boulanger never went out alone), 

and those that followed. In contrast to Boulanger's outward reserved 

seriousness, Miki was gregarious and animated, and like Boulanger, she 

was musically talented. Miki became Boulanger's lifelong friend and 

confidante for everything, except her compositions. Boulanger rarely 

spoke about them to Miki (Rosenstiel, 1978, 49, 50). 

In Boulanger's first composition notebook, fragments of later pieces 

abound, as well as pieces that were never published. In preparation for 

the Prix, she concentrated on cantata settings of poetry that were sin1ilar to 

the type of poetry given at the Prix. Typically, the contemporary p6em 

given for the first round was in a different style from the final round. 

When necessary, she asked for help from Georges Caussade, Paul Vidal, 

and Raoul Pugno. In her second and third composition notebooks, one 

finds intense work on the skills needed for competing in the Prix de Rome. 

In book two, Boulanger worked on choral pieces with orchestral 

accompaniment, and in book three she worked on a cantata titled 

Fredegonde. Also, in that book are sketches for an opera, La Princesse 
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maleine. In her fourth book of composition, Boulanger worked on 

Renouveau and Les Sirenes. Interesting to note are the dates that she 

meticulously provided with each piece. Clearly, she was attempting to 

work within the time limit of the Prix competition (Rosenstiel, 1978, 55, 56). 

Throughout 1910 and 1911, Boulanger continued to audit classes at 

the Conservatoire. On January 9, 1912, Boulanger took an examination for 

formal entrance into the Conservatoire. On January 10, she received a 

document from Gabriel Faure, the director of the Conservatoire, certifying 

her official admission. 
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Example 18- Certificate of admission to the Conservntoire 
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This document states that Boulanger had been admitted to the 

Conservatoire as a composition student provisional to her exams at the end 

of the semester (Rosenstiel, 1978, 57). 

Boulanger's mother was in the habit of holding soirees with 

musicales. Boulanger's made her compositional debut at one of these 

events in mid-March, 1912. Her choral pieces Les Sirenes and Renouveau 

were performed for her mother's guests, which included Mr. Mangeot, the 

critic for La Monde Musicale, a French magazine devoted to "The Musical 

World." He described the event to his readers, and stated that they were 

inspired pieces that were so good they had to be repeated. Boulanger 

herself played the piano for the performance of these two pieces. After 

this, Boulanger decided to compete for the Prix in 1912 (Rosenstiel, 1978, 

58, 59). 

She entered the first round on May 7, 1912. During the days of the 

competition, she became progressively ill. Her compositions were handed 

to the curator at eleven o'clock in the morning May 13, 1912. Without 

waiting to hear whether or not she had passed the round, she withdrew 

from the competition due to her state of health. Also due to her illness, 

that same week, she had been unable to complete her examinations in Paul 

Vidal's class. By July, Boulanger was again intensely preparing for the 
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competition shown in her works Hymne au Soleil and Pour les Funerailles 

d'un Soldat (Rosenstiel, 1978, 61-63). 

In early September, Boulanger began to have pain in her feet and 

legs. The pain was so severe that she nearly fell on at least one instance, 

and did actually fall later that summer, off a bicycle, and hurt her knees. 

By September 11, Ra!ssa had taken Lili to another spa. Her condition was 

so severe during this time that she did not compose at all between August 

and October. After returning to Paris in October, Boulanger started 

working again. This work period was short lived because by November, 

she was ill again. This time she consulted a specialist who recommended 

that Boulanger spend time in Berek, a place near Calais. So, on November 

29, she and her mother reluctantly set off for the "Family- House," a place 

that Boulanger said was full of invalids. When her mother left her on 

December 10, her loneliness became evident in her subsequent letters to 

her friend Miki. She missed Nadia and Miki terribly, and felt that others 

did not quite understand her. There are no entrances in her notebooks 

showing whether or not she composed during her time in Berek. Her stay 

there did help to restore her health, and she returned home on December 

30. Once home, as she remarked to Miki in a letter dated February 6, 1913, 

Boulanger threw herself into her work, by working late into the night to 
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working late into the night to finish her orchestration of Pour les Funerailles 

d'un Soldat (Rosenstiel, 1978, 67, 68). 

At the Conservatoire, Pour les Funerailles d'un Soldat and Renouveau 

were performed on February 11. Her works, Hymne au Soleil and Les 

Sirenes were performed on February 13, by the Societe Chorale d'Amateurs. 

After these two performances and the intense work leading up to them, 

Boulanger needed rest to prepare for the coming Prix de Rome competition. 

She and her mother went to Nice to stay with her friend Miki and her 

family from March 13 through March 25. She returned to Paris and 

worked hard at the Conservatoire until the end of the sen1ester (Rosenstiel, 

1978, 68,69). 

Winning the Prix de Rome (1913) 

The first round of the Prix de Rome began on Tuesday, May 6, 1913, 

when the Institut de France dictated the fugue subject and words of the 

chorus to the thirteen contestants sequestered in Compiegne for the 

competition in musical composition. Boulanger completed her first round 

work on May 12 at eleven a.m. After the judging on May 13, Boulanger 

was notified that she had passed into the final round. At age nineteen, 

Boulanger was six years younger than the next youngest contestant. In 
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addition, she was the only female contestant. During all the publicity 

surrounding Boulanger's attempts to win the Prix, the press continually 

identified her with her well-known sister, Nadia. Neither Lili nor her 

family discouraged these references, because Lili felt privileged to be 

acknowledged next to her sister (Rosenstiel, 1978, 71). 

Boulanger again entered seclusion with the other contestants, this 

time for a month, on May 22, 1913. In the second round, the contestants 

were required to submit two completed scores, a piano score and an 

orchestrated version of the same score, no later than J1me 21, 1913. 

Boulanger was not in good health during this month, but she persevered 

and completed the piano score on June 15. That left her one week to finish 

the orchestration. She was very weak and unwell during this last part of 

the competition. Du to her ill health, after she had finished the score, her 

friend and fellow contestant, Marel Dupre, helped her recopy it into final 

form for submission to the jury. Once she submitting her final copies, she 

left for the seashore to rest. The final judging would take place two weeks 

later, at a public performance on July 5 (Rosenstiel, 1978, 72, 74, 76). 

For the public performance of her cantata, Boulanger chose family 

friends to help her with this monumental event. She chose Madame 

Croiza, David Devries, Henri Albers, and her sister Nadia to perform Faust 
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et Helene while Lili Boulanger directed. Nadia remembered that writers 

described Lili during that performance as a "slim shadow in a white dress, 

so simple, calm, serious and smiling, such an unforgettable image." After 

the performances of all the contestants including Marcel Dupre and 

Claude Delvincourt, the jury retired to vote. In an overwhelming majority 

vote that only took forty-five minutes, thirty-one out of thirty-six judges 

declared Boulanger the winner of the Grand Prix de Rome (Rosenstiel, 1978, 

80). 
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Example 19- Sketch by Dagnan-Bouvert of 
Boulanger during the judging of the 

Prix de Rome on July 5, 1913 
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Example 20 - Lili Boulanger (standing) and Miki Pin~ 
at Miki's home in Nice, 1914 

Le Temps, a Paris newspaper, reported on July 5, 1913 that when the 

result of the competition was announced, the crowd expressed their 

approval with a long ovation (Slonimsky, 1994, 144). Le Monde Musical 
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congratulated Boulanger with the following words: 

"We must congratulate Mlle. Lili Boulanger for having, at her age, such an 
ability, such a sense of the stage, a touching musicality, turn by turn caressing 
and despairing, rude and supple, and the innate ability to see and attain exactly 
the right means of expression. Her cantata was the revelation of the day." 
(Rosenstiel, 1978, 80) 

Boulanger had become the first woman to be admitted to the Villa l'v1edici 

to study music. From that day forward, women would be free to compete 

and, possibly, win (Rosenstiel, 1978, 80). 

Mter the Prix de Rome (1913 -1918) 

Example 21 - Nadia and Lili Example 22- Boulanger with Pere Arthur 
Boulanger, 1913 summer 1917 

Example 23- Charcoal sketc:h of 
Boulanger by Jean Dupas 

Virtually overnight, Boulanger became known all over the world. 

News of her achievement reached as far away as the United States, where 

the New York Times reported this event, and Russia, where a library in 

Perm requested a copy of Faust et Helene. This tall, beautiful girl made a 

personal visit to members of the Institut to thank them for awarding her 

the prize. In addition to winning the Grand Prix, Boulanger won three 
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other awards that year. From the Conservatoire, she won the First Prize for 

fugue. For making it into the final rmmd of the Prix competition, she 

shared the Fondation Yvonne de Gouy d'Arsy with the other finalists. Also, 

she won the Prix Lepaulle, an award given to a musician who had 

produced an exceptional work during that year, for her Renouveau and 

Pour les Funerailles d'un Soldat (Rosenstiel, 1978, 83, 8.5). 

Soon after winning the Prix, Boulanger met Tito Ricordi, who was 

the head of the Ricordi music publishing company. Ricordi wanted 

Boulanger to sign a contract for exclusive publishing right to her music. 

Boulanger agreed and signed the contract on August 1, 1913. This contract 

guaranteed her a fixed yearly stipend (Rosenstiel, 1978, 87). This is 

perhaps the first time in history that a female composer was given the 

opportunity to make a living from composing (Fauser, 1997, 71). The first 

piece to be published was Boulanger's cantata, Faust et Helene. This made 

it necessary for Boulanger to edit and correct her score, which she 

accomplished with the help of two of Nadia's students, Renee de 

Marquein and Marcelle Soulage (Rosenstiel, 1978, 87). 

Over the next few months, Boulanger remained well, and was able 

to spend some time outside walking around Paris. During the months of 

October and November, she spent a lot of time with her friend Miki in 
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Nice. On Saturday, November 8, she officially received her prize from the 

Academie de Beaux-Arts. Her cantata, Faust et Helene, was performed at the 

presentation, under the direction of Henri Busser, a friend of the fami1y 

who had known the Boulanger family before Nadia and Lili were born. A 

week later, Faust was again performed at the Concerts Collone. Both 

performances generated favorable reviews of Boulanger's piece. Even 

Claude Debussy, who hated the idea of the Prix de Rome cmnpetition, 

expressed his admiration of Boulanger's efforts, and commented that her 

writing was more mature than her age would suggest (Rosenstiet 1978,87, 

88, 90). 

Throughout the next two months, Boulanger was continually 

attending performances of her works. On December 15, Boulanger was 

invited to a birthday party for Gustave Eiffel, the famous engineer who 

designed the Eiffel Tower and the internal structure of the Statue of 

Liberty (Columbia). He had requested that Boulanger be specifically 

invited. Her friend, Marcel Dupre, accompanied her on this occasion. She 

always cherished a gold brocade box with a medallion of her on the cover 

that the Salles, Eiffel's daughter and son-in-law, gave her that evening. 

After these grueling two months of obligatory appearances, Boulanger was 

absolutely exhausted. She became ill again in December while her sister 
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was in Russia performing in recitals with Raoul Pugno. While in Russia, 

Pugno died on January 3, 1914. His body arrived in France on January 13 

and the funeral was the following day. Boulanger attended services at the 

Eglise de la Trinite, but could not accompany mourners to Gargenville for 

the interment because she was too weak (Rosenstiel, 1978, 91,92). 

Nadia had contracted a mild case of 1neasles while in Russia, and no 

one was aware until Lili had already been exposed. Lili's case of measles 

was not as mild. She nearly died from severe complications, and a 

recurrence of her intestinal disease. She was so weak that her doctor 

would not let her travel to Rome on January 20, 1914 to begin her stay at 

the Villa Medici. The Institut required all winners to arrive in Rome 

together; however, for Boulanger, at the request of her doctor, they made 

an exception. They granted her an extension until February 20, but it was 

not until March 12 that she and her mother finally arrived in Italy 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 100-103). 

She arrived at the Villa Medici to a town full of gossip and rumors 

regarding her late arrival, her illness, her need for her mother to 

accompany her, her request for a chamber maid, etc. A parent had never 

accompanied a student to the Villa Medici, however, considering 

Boulanger's health, and the fact that, in those times, women were looked 
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down on if they traveled alone, it is understandable that Boulanger's 

mother wished to accompany her on the long trip. Rumors continued and 

suggested that Raissa intended to stay. They also gossiped as to the true 

nature of Boulanger's illness. Matters did not get any better, when, as soon 

as she arrived, Boulanger caught a nasty cold and was forced to remain in 

her room for two weeks. This isolation, as well as her unwillingness to see 

a doctor, caused Mr. Besnard, the director of the Villa, to react by writing a 

.cutting letter to the President of the Academy in Paris (Rosenstiel, 1978, 

100-103). 

Ignorant to the true nature of Boulanger's illness Mr. Besnard 

believed the false stories that claimed Boulanger was feigning her illness. 

In addition, when she arrived with her mother, he assumed that she would 

try to break the rules by wanting her mother to stay. Instead of wanting to 

stay, Mme. Boulanger hired a maid for Boulanger, another violation of the 

rules, in Mr. Besnard's opinion. In his cutting letter, he outlined all of 

these infractions. Fortunately for Boulanger, the Academie stood behind 

her in almost every respect. Concerning her illness, they defended 

Boulanger's position, citing her finishing of Faust from her bed during the 

Prix competition. With regard to chambermaids, they viewed this as a step 

forward for the Villa, because it would promote propriety among female 
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winners from then on (Rosenstiel, 1978, 100-103). 

By April, Boulanger was well again. She made new friends among 

her fellow students who nicknamed her, "la petite soeur (little sister)." 

Two of her new friends, Jean Dupas and Pierre Bodard, completed 

portraits of her. The oil painting by Pierre Bodard is still owned by the 

Villa Medici. Boulanger loved Rome, and she found it very exciting. On 

July 1, 1914, Boulanger was granted permission for a month's leave to 

travel to northern Italy on a study tour. From there, she proceeded to Nice 

to visit Miki Pire. This was another violation of the rules, and again, Jvlr. 

Besnard was up in arms. Since he was in France for the summer, and not 

at the Villa, the acting director, Mr. Girette squelched Mr. Besnard' s rage 

with a letter. This letter explained that Mr. Girette had granted permission 

to Boulanger for her trip. While in Nice, Boulanger completed her song 

cycle, Clarieres dans le Ciel. Before Boulanger could return in August, 

World War I had begun with France declaring a full mobilization against 

Germany (Rosenstiel, 1978, 105,109,110). 

By August 2, 1914, all of the students at the Villa Medici had returned 

to France to prepare for the coming war. By October, most of the students 

were deployed as troops in the French army. Thus, their stipends were 

suspended and placed on hold until their return from the war. In January, 
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Mr. Besnard wrote to Boulanger and Lucienne Heuvelmans, a female 

sculptor who had been the first woman to be awarded the Grand Prix in 

1912, and gave them permission to return to the l!illa (Fauser 122). Neither 

returned until1916. Boulanger was involved in the war effort at first as a 

nurse; however, lacking the stamina to proceed with that job, she began a 

letter-writing program to all her friends who had been mobilized. Jules 

Piel, a Villa student who had won the Prix for engraving but was also 

interested in music, corresponded with Boulanger. She often corrected by 

mail the harmony lessons he had been working on in the trenches 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 112,113, 115). 

This letter-writing campaign began with her friends from the Villa, 

and, with the help of Nadia and a newly formed committee, expanded to 

include all former members of the composition classes at the Conservatoire. 

Later that year, with the help of the committee, they published the first 

newsletter that was sent to their group of three hundred former students 

now in the French army (Rosenstiel, 1978, 112,113, 115). 

In spite of the war, her pieces were still being performed, and she 

was still devoting considerable time to composition and correction of her 

previous compositions. In the early part of 1916, Boulanger and Mlle. 

Huevelmans expressed their desire to return to the Villa. They were 
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informed that they could return, but due to the war, their stipend would 

still be suspended. Before she left for Rome, she met with Maurice 

Maeterlinck, a French symbolist poet and playwright, to ask permission to 

use his play, La Princesse maleine, for an opera. He granted permission and 

gave suggestions on how to reduce the length of the play to make it more 

suitable for an opera (Rosenstiel, 1978, 117,118). 

She and Nadia arrived in Rome in mid-February, and Boulanger 

was already ill. She remained in bed for six weeks. In spite of this, she 

finished work on Psalms 24 and 129. She also started work on Vieille Priere 

bouddhique and Du fond de l'abfme. During this time, 1ville. Huevelmans 

completed a bust of Boulanger that was admired for its resemblance to its 

subject (Rosenstiel, 1978, 118-120). Nadia kept this bust in her student 

waiting room after Boulanger's death (Shawn, 78). 

I 

~ 
/ / 

Example 24 - Bust of Boulanger by Lucienne 
Huevelmans, 1916 

Example 25 - Boulanger on her sickbed with Nadia and 
Miki,1917 
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Boulanger knew that her strength was leaving her progressively, 

thus she forced her doctor to tell her how much longer she had to live. The 

doctor told her that she would not live longer than two more years. 

Deeply troubled, she left Rome again. On the way home to Paris, she 

stopped in Nice to see her friend Miki. While there she confided to Miki 

the sad news. Boulanger did not tell her sister or mother, however. vVhile 

in Nice, Boulanger met with Maeterlinck again, and in subsequent letters, 

he expressed his concern for her health. He also gave her an autographed 

photo of himself bearing the following words. 

"To my dear little collaborator Lili Boulanger who, by order of the gods of music and 
destiny, is to give to the Princess Maleine the soul for which she has been waiting" 
(Rosenstiel, 1978, 122) 

Due to the rough travel from Nice to Paris, Boulanger could not 

keep solid food down during the trip and after her return. Her doctor then 

advised her to take a series of experimental injections that had helped 

some others. The specialist also wanted her to be X-rayed and have her 

nervous system tested. By her next letter to Miki in September, 

Boulanger's doctor had permitted her to go to Gargenville because she was 

feeling better. Boulanger now started working feverishly on her 

compositions. During this summer, she completed her song Dans 

['immense Tristesse. Knowing she had a short time left, she worked hard 
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during those brief spans of time when her health was better. In 

November, she signed another contract with Ricordi, this time for Rejlets 

and Clarieres dans le Ciel. By December, she was again exhausted, but she 

still expected herself to do as much as usual, as her list of things to do from 

the last week in December shows. By February 1917, her condition was 

deteriorating again, and her mother took her to Arcachon near the sea 

hoping that would help her. Again she wrote to Miki, and confided to her 

how she suffered from a continual fever and was unable to write sooner 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 124). 

That same month, two people gave her autographed photos of 

themselves. The first was from her long-time friend and an organist and 

director of the Paris Conservatoire, Theodore Dubois. He signed it, "to my 

dear Boulanger, very affectionately, with all my best wishes, An old and 

faithful friend, Th. Dubois." The second photo, from Claude Debussy, a 

famous French composer, was signed, "to Mademoiselle Lili Boulanger in 

sincere admiration." These certainly lifted Boulanger's spirits under the 

difficult circumstances surrounding her progressively deteriorating health 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 125). 

During her time m Arcachon, Boulanger made sketches for La 

Princesse maleine, as well as continued to work on Du fond de l'abfme and 
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Vieille Priere bouddhique. She was unable to apply herself consistently due 

to the constant bouts of fever during March, April, and l\1ay. During May, 

Miki came to spend some time with Boulanger in Arcachon. \tVhile Miki 

was there one day, Nadia accompanied Boulanger frmn the piano at the 

foot of her bed. Lili sang to Miki, in a weak voice from her bed, her song 

cycle Clarieres dans le Ciel. This scene made Miki cry, because this was the 

first time she realized how much Boulanger's music rneant to her . Seeing 

her friend in such a debilitated state surely contributed to Miki's sadness 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 126). 

Boulanger never recovered from this onset of her illness. She 

returned to Paris in June, and by July, a surgeon had been consulted. He 

felt that an appendectomy would relieve some of Boulanger's intense pain. 

Unfortunately, the operation, performed on July 30, 1917 did not cure 

Boulanger's condition. She was still in pain, and as a last resort, was given 

laudanum. After the operation, the doctor informed Boulanger and her 

family that she would not get better this time, and that she did not have 

long to live. Boulanger continued to work on her opera when she had 

enough strength. Ultimately she finished the second scene. With 

remarkable strength of will, Boulanger requested that she be carried to the 

piano to compose. During the few months of her life that remained, she 
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completed D'un Soir triste for string trio. She dictated her final completed 

work, Pie Jesu, to Nadia during the month of January 1918. This piece had 

been completely thought out before she began to dictate. During this time, 

Paris was under attack by the Germans, thus, the Boulangers were forced 

to leave Paris for Mezy, a town just west of Paris. After arriving in ~1ezy, 

Boulanger was so ill that the rustling sound of her friend Miki' s taffeta 

dress was too much for her to bear. Boulanger continued to have a high 

fever and was in a great deal of pain. After receiving the last rites on 

March 15, 1918, Boulanger died peacefully. Nadia and Miki dressed her in 

the velvet dress she had worn for the premier of Faust et Helene. Services 

were held at L'Eglise de la Trinite on March 19, at noon. Her body is 

entombed in Monmartre cemetery (Rosenstiel, 1978, 132,133). 
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5 

Works 

Compositional Style 

Boulanger's compositional style was evident in her earliest works. 

She loved exoticism. This love stemmed from the family's long friendship 

with Loulou Gonet, who visited many places in the world, and told the 

Boulanger family stories of her adventures, and the varied art forms she 

encountered there (Rosenstiel, 1978, 34). She achieved this exoticism 

through use of modality, added-note harmony, oriental arabesque, and the 

chant-like wordless chorus. This wordless chorus effect shows up in 

Boulanger's choral works where she employs the syllable "Ah" as an 

orchestral effect rather than using the chorus solely to declare text. These 

innovative techniques are especially vivid in Vieille Priere bouddhique, for 

chorus and orchestra (Palmer 132). 

Although she had an active sense of humor in life, Boulanger's 

compositions reflect the serious attitude with which she always 

approached music. Igor Markevitch, conductor of the first recording of 

Boulanger's works, was "impressed with the solitude" of Boulanger's 

pieces (Leymarie 49). Her religion, Catholicism, shows up in her music, 

especially when she addresses the topic of death. She had a firm belief that 
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one day she would be reunited with her father and baby sister (Rosenstiet 

1978, 34). Boulanger loved contrasting textures, which shows her 

influence from the impressionistic style. Jameux describes Boulanger's 

work as exhibiting "contrapuntal textures," and "slight chromaticism" 

(99). Nothing about Boulanger's works is ever violent and blaring. She 

preferred subtle, delicate, and poetic idioms (Slonimsky, 1992, 222). Most 

of her works indicate quiet dynamic levels, and she uses the lower, 

warmer parts of the instruments for which she was writing. For example, 

her voice pieces typically have a large range but stay rather low in the 

voic~ for most of the piece. Boulanger created dark moods and vivid 

internal pictures with her pieces. Her imagery can be seen in Attente, 

Hymne au Soleil, Le Retour, and Dans !'immense Tristesse. 

Difficulty arises in cataloging Boulanger's works. Opus numbers 

have not been assigned, so a chronological study of her works is not the 

easiest way to discuss her works. For reference purposes, works have been 

separated into genre and will be arranged alphabetically. At the beginning 

of each piece discussed, if applicable, text is included with translations. 

Solo Vocal Works 

Boulanger loved to sing. This attitude is expressed in her works for 

solo voice. Four solo songs and a thirteen-song cycle exhibit Boulanger's 
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skills for setting symbolist poetry. She captures the mood and suggestion 

of each poem in a way no one else has ever done. Her affinity with 

symbolist poetry identifies her with the Impressionistic moven1ent of 

composers like Debussy and Ravel. Her use of impressionistic techniques, 

however, differs from other impressionistic composers. Boulanger prefers 

darker harmonies and sonorities. She prefers true planeing and often uses 

tight dissonant harmonies to suggest the meaning behind the poetry she 

sets. She prefers vocal genres and exhibits her skills for text setting and 

word painting. 

Attente 

Mon arne a joint ses mains etranges 
A !'horizon de mes regards 
Exau cez mes reves epars 
Entre les levres de vos anges. 
En attendant sous mes yeux las, 
Et sa bouche ouverte aux prieres 
Eteintes entre mes paupieres 
Et dont les lys n'eclosent pas; 

Elle a paise au fond de mes songes, 
Ses seins effeuilles sous mes cils 
Et ses yeux clignent aux perils 

My soul holds out its hands together 
to reaches far beyond my sight; 
Hearken to my dreams that in flight 
Flee from your lips, angelic tether! 
And as she waits held by my glance, 
and opening her mouth as if staying 
the silent prayers of my dismayin.g 
that keep (the Boulangeres from blooming); 

she would soothe my dreamlike confusion; 
Her breasts rise and fall as I gaze 

Eveilles au fildes minsonges, des mensonges. 
and her eyes blink at the sad maze 
(Awakened) by threads of illusion, of illusion. 

(Trans. Jane May Schirmer Ouatre Chants pour Voix et Piano 7) 

This poem is taken from Maurice Maeterlinck's Serres Chaudes. Her 

diary shows that Boulanger worked on this piece during April 1912. She 

emphasizes balance of melody and accompaniment and uses vivid 

chromatic harmonies such as parallel minor sevenths to play with the 
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overtones and create a mood that fits the text. According to Rosenstiel, an 

interesting section of this piece is the section in which the music docs the 

opposite of what the text implies. This happens at the end of the first 

stanza when the text speaks of "Et don't les lys n'eclosent pas" (lilies that do 

not bloom). The apparent contradiction does not "negate the meaning" of 

the words as Rosenstiel suggests (Rosenstiel, 1978, 147). Boulanger marks 

this passage "intense," and she employs chords that have very close, 

dissonant harmonies. This treatment evokes a tight, tense feeling despite 

the rising characteristic of the ascending whole tone melodic line. 
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Example 1- Attente measures 12-17 

The contrast is seen at the beginning of the next phrase in which she uses a 

major triad spanning two and a half octaves to express the text, "Elle 

apaise," (she would soothe). 
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Example 2- Attente measures 18 and 19 

This p1ece was included among those pieces she recopied and 

corrected in the summer of 1912. Attente was also included with those 

pieces whose rights she signed over to Ricordi in 1916 (Rosenstiel, 1978, 

114, 131). 

Clarieres dans le Ciel 

Clarieres dans le Ciel, a thirteen-song cycle, exemplifies Boulanger's 

talents better than any of her other pieces. This cycle shows her gifts for 

text and mood painting. One of her best works, this cycle shows her 

individual expression while using impressionistic devices that were 

popular at the time. 

Miki Fire, Boulanger's best friend, gave her a copy of French 

symbolist poet, Francis Jammes' (1860 - 1938), poem collections Tristesses 

and Clarieres. The thirteen poems that Boulanger chose for this cycle are 

actually from Tristesses, but with permission from Mr. Jammes, she 

changed the title of the cycle to Clarieres dans le Ciel because it was less 
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somber than the name Tristesses suggests. The rights to publication of 

Clarieres were sold to Ricordi in 1010 (Rosenstiel, 1078, 50, 00, 124). 

This work was inspired by the voice of David Devries, the tenor at 

Boulanger's her Prix de Rome performance of Faust et Helene. This poetic 

cycle describes a poet whose beloved mysteriously disappears. Boulanger 

related very closely with the tall, mysterious girl in the cycle. She and her 

best friend Miki often speculated about what had happened to the young 

girl in the story (Rosenstiel, 1078, 172). Nadia Boulanger described this as 

Boulanger's feeling of "fusion" with the girl in the poen1s (Dopp, 1004, 00). 

Example 20- Boulanger's chosen monogram 
with Ricordi 

Example 27- Boulanger's monogram for 0/ari~res 

Numerology predicates this work. Boulanger felt a connection to 

the number thirteen (her chosen monogram on Ricordi publications looks 

like the number 13) and this explains why she chose only thirteen poems 

from the cycle. The number thirteen is also the same number of letters in 

L-1-L-1 B-0-U-L-A-N-G-E-R, thus showing one reason why she identified 

so strongly with this number. Dopp suggests a connection with the 

thirteenth tarot card that represents death, therefore betraying Boulanger's 

preoccupation with her own impending death. This card also carries with 
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it the idea of regeneration and this would show Boulanger's feeling of the 

deathless nature of her art. Humorously, Boulanger regarded thirteen as 

her lucky number (Dopp, 1994, 560). 

With regard to the French language, because of the prevalence of 

silent "e" endings to words that are in practice sometimes voiced in music, 

different numbers of syllables can be obtained ,,vithin a given phrase. 

Boulanger often finds ways to make thirteen-syllable phrases from phrases 

that would usually have more or fewer syllables. This, again, identifies 

her affinity with the number thirteen (Dopp, 1994, 564). 

The other number that plays an irnportant part in the cycle is the 

number twelve and the double of that number, twenty-four. These two 

numbers identify with the poet. The poet is the male character who loses 

his beloved. Since the number thirteen represents a real person, it is 

logical to conclude that the number twelve would also have a real person 

associated with its usage. In Boulanger's life, no records exist to suggest 

that she ever fell in love (Dopp, 1994, 564). Who, then, would this number 

twelve represent? The music gives the answer. 

Dopp believes that the poet is linked to the pitch D, and that "elle" in 

the poems is represented by the pitch Bb. Likewise, the poet is linked to 

the key d minor, and "elle" is linked to the key of E major. Since Boulanger 
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identified so closely with "elle", this Bb could be said to identify with 

Boulanger herself similar to the way J.S. Bach used Bb to symbolize himself 

in music. Boulanger uses an interesting device the five times that 

melodically she goes from Bb to D or D to Bb. In these intervals, she hides 

a little word game. The result is the phrase, "Savoir rna vie tombe fixez la 

tige," which translated means "to know my fallen life, fix your attention on 

the stem." In addition, each time she uses these two notes in succession, 

they are separated by a bar line. An example of this is contained in song 

number one, on the phrase "la tige." One can conclude then that the poet 

(D) and "elle" (Bb) are forever barred from being together (Dopp, 19941 568 

- 569). 

With regard to whether or not Boulanger ever fell in love, there is no 

hard evidence to suggest one way or another due to Nadia's strict refusal 

to share Boulanger's letters and writings with the world. Thoughtful 

speculation leads to a possible love interest in David Devries. He had 

performed her Faust et Helene during the Prix de Rome competition and was 

a long time friend of the family. His name has twelve letters and three D's 

in it. Since D represents the hero in Clarieres, it is logical to conclude that 

David would be "D." Nadia never denied that Lili's source of inspiration 

for this cycle came from David Devries. But was Boulanger just inspired 
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or was she secretly in love with him? Another piece of evidence that 

suggests that she was in love with him is found on the cover page of the 

first edition of Clarieres. Here, Boulanger chose a different logo than her 

usual cover trademark mentioned above. Within this special logo, one can 

trace an L, a B, and two perfect D's, as well as the numbers twelve and 

thirteen. In addition to these possible pieces of evidence, another arises in 

the fact that in December, 1913, David sang some of her songs at a party. 

At that party, Boulanger was given a box with a medallion on it. She 

cherished this box for the rest of her life (Dopp, 1994, 574). 

If one believes that Boulanger identified with the lost girl in the 

cycle, it is easy to see why with the many references to flowers, especially 

boulangeres, a type of flower, and lilies. Throughout the cycle, t1owers are 

used symbolically in speaking about the lost girl. Boulangeres are 

mentioned specifically twice, and other flowers are spoken of in virtually 

every movement. Each piece merits consideration. 

Boulanger related more with symbolism than impressionism, similar 

to Debussy, who considered himself more a Symbolist than an 

Impressionist. Symbolists and Impressionists are similar in many ways. 

Symbolists employed obscurity, particularity, and indirection. So did 

Impressionists. In addition, they both believed that a small symbol could 
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carry enough representation to stand for a whole. Therefore, one can 

conclude that both Boulanger and Debussy were more inspired by literary 

stimuli than visual. Regardless, Boulanger used these devices of obscurity, 

indirection, and symbolism masterfully throughout all of her work, but 

especially in Clarieres (Dopp, 1994, 579). All translations are by Nick 

Flower. 

1. Elle etait descendue au bas de la prairie 

Elle etait descendue au bas de Ia prairie 
Et, cornme Ia prairie etait toute fleurie 
De plantes d 'ont Ia tige airne a pousser dans l'eau, 
Ces plantes inondees je les avais cueillies. 
Bient6t, s'etant rnouillee, elle gagna le haut 
De cette prairie-Ia qui etait toute fleurie. 
Elle riait et s'ebrouait avec Ia grace 
Degingandee qu' ant les jeunes filles trap grandes. 
Elle avait le regard qu'ont les £leurs de lavande. 

She descended to the bottom of the meadow, 
and, like the meadow was all a-blossom 
with plants whose sterns like to grow in water, 
I had picked these flooded flowers. 
Soon, soaking wet, she reached the top 
of that blossoming meadow. 
She was laughing and gasping with the gawky 
Grace of girls who are too tall. 
Her eyes looked like lavender flowers. 

Dedicated to "Maitre Gabriel Faure," the first song in the cycle, Elle 

etait, introduces us to the poet and the girl whom he loves. The scene of a 

low meadow with "plants that like to grow in water" and a girl who is too 

tall shows why Boulanger felt such a connection with the girl in the poems. 

This piece is gentle and reflective as she musically paints what is in the 

text. Throughout this piece, in particular, she uses thirteen-syllable 

phrases with a single twelve-syllable section in the middle. She instructs 

the singer to be "simple et songeur" (simple and dreaming) in contrast to her 

instructions to the pianist, "tres enveloppe" (very wrapped up). 
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Boulanger uses tone painting expertly and brilliantly. .An example 

of this occurs in the first phrase in which "she descends to the bottom of 

the prairie." On the words "au bas" the melody drops a fifth,. and by the 

last syllable of the word "prairie" the line descends to the lowest note in 

the entire piece. In the second phrase, \vhere the poet talks about "toute 

fleurie" (all blossoming), the 1nelodic line ascends to an E and then finally 

to the second highest note in the piece in the next phrase on the words "de 

plantes." Thus, the poet's mood changes with virtually every phrase and 

Boulanger's treatment of each phrase reflect these shifts of nwod. Usually, 

the change in mood is reflected in the use of sudden skips in the vocal.line 

and in increasingly chromatically altered chords in the accomparument. In 

measure 9, beginning with the phrase "Bient6t" this exemplifies the sudden 

change in the poet's mood. She marks this phrase with "un peu plus 

mouvemente" (a little more movement) in the vocal part and "lie" (united) 

in the piano part. In addition a subito piano confirms the shift in mood. 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 174). 

Un peu plus mouvemtl1~te' 

-
Bientot, ....... . s' e-tant mouille - e, 

Un peu plus mouven~e,.te 

Example 3 -Elle etait Measures 8- 9 
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In the final phrase the vocal line is accompanied with only half 

notes and the instructions are "avec melancolie, com me dans un souvenir" 

(with melancholy, like a distant memory). This use of half note 

accompaniment is appropriate to the distant and melancholy nature of this 

final phrase. 

2. Elle est gravement gaie 

Elle est gravement gaie. Par moments son regard . 
Se levait comme pour surprendre rna pensee. 
Elle etait douce alors comme quand il est tard 
Le velours jaune et bleu d 'une allee de pensees. 

She is solemnly cheerful. At times she looked up, 
As if to catch what I was thinking. 
She was gentle then, like at dusk 
the yellow-blue velvet of a path of pa!1sies. 

This song, along with the first song in the cycle, should be treated as 

a performance unit. Both are in E major, the key that represents the girl of 

the poems, and both are in common time. Song two opens with quarter 

note chords marked "Modere, sans lenteur" (moderate, without lagging) 

against the "bright and supple" vocal line (Rosenstiel, 1978, 175). The 

"solemn" attitude is displayed in the rather dirgelike opening of the piano 

accompaniment. This contrasts with the "cheerful" and soaring, light 

melody in the voice. Clearly here is one idea, "gravement gaie" (solemnly 

cheerful) with which Boulanger could identify. She was cheerful and 

humorous, yet her works are intensely solemn. At times they show her 

serious and sober inner strength. This song is dedicated "a rna petite Miki." 

In measure twelve, she marks the music "expressif en dehors" 
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(expressive and distant) and then in measure thirteen, she switches to 

three-quarter time and marks it "expressif et tres fondu" (expressive and 

very blended). In this measure, she changes the accompaniment to a 

figure using sixteenth notes and eighth notes to propel the music forward. 

---==!"=----~ 

Exal}lple 4- Elle est gravement gaie measures 9- 16 

This results in a limping feel to the music as if the dream is not 

clear to the poet. The end is just dream-like with her use of a major third 

chord followed by a tritone which sounds like a whole tone scale that 

finally ends on an E13 chord high in the piano with a very low tonic E as 

the final note. 

3. Parfois, je suis triste 

Parfois, je suis triste. Et, soudain, je pense a elle. 
Alors, je suis joyeux. Mais je redeviens triste, 
De ce que je ne sais pas combien elle m'aime. 
Elle est Ia jeune fille a !'arne toute claire, 

Sometimes I am sad. And suddenly, I think of her. 
Then, I am overjoyed. But I grow sad again, 
Because I do not know how much she loves me. 
She is the girl with the limpid soul, 
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Et qui, de dans son coeur, garde avec jalousie 
L'unique passion que !'on donne a un seul. 
Elle est partie avant que s'ouvrent les tilleuls, 
Et, comme ils ont fleuri depuis qu'elle est partie, 
Je me suis etonne de voir, 6 mes amis, 
Des branches de tilleuls qui n'avaient pas de fleurs. 

and who in her heart guards with jealousy 
The unrivaled passion garnered for one alone. 
She went before the limes had blossomed, 
and since they flowered after she had gone, 
I was astonished to see, my friends, 
Lime-tree branches devoid of flowers. 

Rosenstiel, describes this song as highly segmented, each segment 

dealing with a different emotion (Rosenstiel, 1978, 176). This is seen in the 

contrast between the first and second phrases. The first is very sad and 

lonely as the text implies, and the second is joyful because the poet 

thought of "elle." In the third phrase, he is sad again so the music reverts 

to a minor key and sparse texture. In this song, Boulanger weaves the 

vocal line through the piano texture to create a complete whole. Where 

"elle" has gone is purposely left unclear in the poem. By the end of the 

piece, the poet is resigned to permanent separation from his beloved 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 176). Boulanger dedicated this song to Fernand Francell, 

a lyric tenor with L'Opera-comique and friend of the Boulanger family 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 262). 

The last line of the poem, "Des branches de tilleuls qui n 'avaient pas de 

fleurs" (lime tree branches devoid of flowers), suggests that "elle" had died, 

since she no longer blossomed. Boulanger prepares the listener for this 

"void" in the prior phrase. She accomplishes this with two measures of 

widely spaced open fifth chords shifting from chord to chord by planeing. 

These open chords promote a feeling of emptiness, and the use of planeing 
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reiterates that feeling for two measures of quarter note chords. 

In none of the poems used in this cycle does the poet speak of his 

jealousy for another lover, thus making death a firmer possibility. In this 

song the composer uses twelve-syllable phrases, and is vaguely in A 

minor, the dominant of D minor. These characteristics show Boulanger's 

shift from "elle" of the first two songs to the poet in this poern. The music 

ends with a triplet figure split between the tvvo hands of the piano 

accompaniment that dies away into a pianississirno (ppp) held chord. 

Similar to the first song in the cycle, this piece also contains many shifts in 

mood (Dopp, 1994, 581). 

4. Un poete disait 

Un poete disait que lorsqu'il etait jeune, 
Il fleurissait des vers comme un rosier des roses. 
Lorsque je pense a elle, il me semble que jase 
Une fontaine intarissable dans mon coeur. 
Comme sur le lys Dieu pose un parfum d'eglise, 
Comme il met du corail aux joues de Ia cerise, 
Je veux poser sur elle, avec devotion, 
La couleur d'un parfum, qui n'aura pas de nom. 

A poet said that when he was young, 
He blossomed with verse, like rose-trees with roses 
When I think of her, an endless spring 
seems to babble in my heart. 
As God places a church-scent on the lily 
and coral on the cheeks of the cherry, 
I wish to place, devotedly, on her 
The color of a scent that shall have no name. 

This song was dedicated to Yvonne Brothier, a soprano with 

L'Opera-comique and one of Boulanger's close friends (Rosenstiel, 1978, 

259). This song returns to E major like the first two, and elicits a happy 

memory of how the poet and his beloved once were. This song reflects the 

poet's babbling heart with its watery accompaniment until the end when 

he is serious and quietly wanting to bestow a gift upon his beloved "La 
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couleur d'un parfum, qui n'aura pas de nom" (the color of a scent that shall 

have no name). It is interesting that Boulanger's representational note, the 

Bb, becomes the enharmonic A# on the word "lys" (lily) in rneasure 24 

(Dopp, 1994, 582). 

sans rigu.t!u.1~ 

---- -=ll - -~ 

Example 5- Un poete disait measures 24-26 

5. Au pied de mon lit 

Au pied demon lit, une Vierge negresse 
Ft mise par rna mere. Et j'aime cette Vierge 
D'une religion un pue italienne. 
Virgo Lauretana, debout dans un fond d'or, 
Qui me faites penser a mille fruits de mer 
Que l'on vend sur les quais ou pas un souffle d 'air 
N'emeut les pavillions qui lourdement s'endorment, 
Virgo Lauretana, vous savez qu'en ces heures 
Ou je ne me sens pas digne d 'etre aime d'elle 
C'est vous dont le parfum me rafraichit le coeur. 

At the foot of my bed, my mother placed 
a negress Virgin. And I love this Virgin 
With its faintly Italian religion. 
Virgo Lauretana, standing on a gold background, 
you make me think of a thousand (shellfish) 
sold on the quaysides where no breath of air 
stirs the flags which fall listlessly asleep; 
Virgo Lauretana, you know that at such hours 
when I feel myself unworthy of her love, 
It is your scent that refreshes my heart. 

At the foot of Boulanger's bed her mother placed an icon, or 

religious statue, which explains the dedication of this piece to Madame 

Boulanger. This song is about the icon that sustains the poet through his 

times of trouble and loneliness. The location of this icon is important 

because it would be in a position so that the first item the poet would see 
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upon awaking, and the last thing he would see before going to sleep was 

his sustaining icon. Beginning in e minor, for the first three lines of the 

poem, a quiet seriousness pervades the piece. However, soon the poet's 

agitation becomes apparent in the piece, thus showing how unworthy he 

feels to receive love from "elle" (Rosenstiel, 1978, 178). The piece begins in 

common time, and at this point of agitation Boulanger shifts to three-two 

time. This phrase quickly becomes a restless wash of triplet figures in the 

piano accompaniment. This piece clearly demonstrates Boulanger's genius 

for combining voice with piano accompaniment to fornt a complete 

structure that depends on both parts. 

6. Si tout ceci n'est qu'un pauvre reve 

Si tout ceci n'est qu'un pauvre reve, et s' il faut 
Que j'ajoute dans rna vie, une fois encore, 
La desillusion aux desillusions; 
Et, si je Ciois encore, par rna sombre folie, 
Chercher dans Ia doucer du vent et de Ia pluie 
Les seules vaines voix qui m'aient en passion; 
Je ne sais si je guerirai, 6 mon amie ... 

If all this is but a poor dream, and if I must, 
once more in my life, add 
disillusion to disillusion; 
and if I must once more, in my dark folly, 
seek in the sweetness of the wind and rain 
the only voices- unreal ones- that adore me; 
I do not know, my friend, if I shall heal. . . 

Dedicated to Mr. Ricordi, this piece is a continuation of the agitation 

found in the previous piece. Intense and melancholy, this piece reflects the 

disillusionment and wonder at whether or not the poet will ever heal from 

his pain. He also wonders if this is all a bad dream because the only voices 

that adore him are unreal. Throughout this piece, Boulanger uses a motif 

from the Prelude to Tristan. Boulanger first learned of this work when her 
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friend Miki had taken her to see a concert in Nice that included the Prelude 

to Tristan. This was during the time she spent in Nice in 1916 while she 

was working on this piece (Rosenstiel, 1978, 179, 222). 
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Example 6- Si tout ceci measures 1 - 8 showing references to Tristan 

Marked expressive and sober, the depth of the poet's despair is 

shown in the lowest point of the piece that is also the lowest point of the 

entire cycle so far. On the word "disillusions" at the end of the third 

phrase, and again at the end of the piece on the phrase "Je ne sais si je 

guerirai" (I don't know if I shall heal) the vocal line descends to a C natural 

from a Db. This is the lowest emotional point of the cycle so far. The poet 

is in total despair and one wonders if he can heal from the pain of losing 

his beloved. 
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7. Nous nous aimerons tant 

Nous nous aimerons tant que nous tairons nos mots, 
En nous tendant Ia main, quand nous nous reverons. 
Vous serez ombragee par d 'anciens rameaux 
Sur le bane que je sais ou nous assoierons. 
Done nous nous assoierons sur ce bane tous deux 

seuls .. . 
D'un long moment, 6 mon amie, vous n'oserez .. . 
Que vous me serez douce et que je tremblerai . . . 

We'll love each other as long as, when '"e meet again, 
We speak no words as we hold out hands. 
Old branches shall shade you 
On the bench where I know we'll both t>it down. 
We shall sit down, then, on this bench, we two 

alone ... 
For a long while, my friend , you will r,ot dare .. . 
How gentle you'll be and how I shall tremble . . . 

Dedicated to Henri Albers, one of the performers of Faust for the 

Prix competition in 1913 and a close friend of Boulanger, this song is 

reserved and distant. In three-quarter time except for measure eight which 

is in common time, this song reflects the dream the poet has of a time 

when the two lovers will be reunited and never parted again. Song seven 

is "tender" and "langouring" with only a brief measure of agitation on the 

fifth poetic line where the poet repeats the idea that they will sit down 

together on the bench. In Db Major, Boulanger often uses parallel 

descending eleventh chords to gracefully underline the text (Rosenstiel, 

1978, 181). 
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Example 7- Nous nous aimerons tant measures 5-8 
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An example of this is found in measure six on the phrase "en nous tendant 

la main" (as we hold out a hand). These chords also serve to add harmonic 

interest to the piece (Rosenstiel, 1978, 181). 

Although this piece is thirteenth in Jammes' order, Boulanger places 

it central to all of the pieces she chose. Her choice confirms her self-

identification with the number thirteen. Boulanger herself is central to this 

work. In addition, she uses several twelve-syllable phrases with only one 

thirteen-syllable phrase to set the final phrase of the text. This represents 

the uniting of "elle" and the poet within the music as they could never 

have been in life (Dopp, 1994, 561). 

8. Vous m'avez regarde avec toute votre ame 

Vous m'avez regardeavec toute votre arne. 
Vous m 'avez regarde longtemps comme un die! bleu. 
J'ai mis votre regard a l'ombre de mes yeux . .. 
Que ce regard etait passionne et calme . .. 

You gazed at me with all your soul. 
You gazed at me long like a blue sky. 
I set your gaze in the shade of my eyes ... 
How passionate this gaze, and calm ... 

This piece returns to the cheerful melancholy of the first two pieces 

with the return to E major, "elle's" key. This piece is again marked 

"expressif en dehors" (expressive and distant) evoking a sense of distant 

happiness. In the final ten measures, Boulanger uses a pedal point on a G# 

to prolong the final cadence (Rosenstiel, 1978, 181). Musically speaking, 

this is an attempt by the poet to prolong his happy reverie before he again 

sinks into despair. 
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Example 8- Final ten measures of Vous m'avez regarde 

Boulanger uses two twelve-measure phrases and two thirteen-syllable 

phrases in this piece. The first and last phrases contain thirteen syllables 

while the inner two phrases contain only twelve. Is this a permanent 

musical embrace of the two lovers? This song is without a dedication. 

Perhaps the dedication is within the music itself, and only to the lovers 

themselves is it understood. 

9. Les lilas qui avaient fleuri 

Les lilas qui avaient fleuri l'annee derniere 
Vont fleurir de nouveau dans les tristes parterres. 
Deja le pecher grele a jonche le ciel bleu 
De ses roses, comme un enfant Ia Fete-Dieu. 
Mon coeur devrait mourir au milieu de ces chases 
Car c' etait au milieu des vergers blancs et roses 
Que j'avais espere je ne sais quoi de vous. 
Mon arne reve sourdement sur VOS genoux. 
Ne Ia repoussez point. Ne Ia relevez pas 
De peur qu'en s'eloignant de vous elle ne voie 
Combien vous etes faible et troublee dans ses bras. 
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The lilacs which had flowered last year 
shall flower again in melancholy beds. 
Already the slender peach has strewn the blue sky 
with its pinks, like a child at the Corpus Christi. 
My heart should die amid these things, 
for it was amid the orchard's whites and pinks 
That I had hoped from you I know not what. 
My soul dreams secretly upon your lap. 
Do not reject it. Do not raise it up, 
for fear that drawing away from you it might see 
how frail you are and troubled in its arms. 



This ninth piece begins with dreamlike, arpeggiated accompaniment 

figures for the first four lines of text. On the fifth and sixth phrases, 

Boulanger uses thirteen-syllable musical phrases. This is another example 

that symbolizes her preoccupation with her own death and her self-

identification with white flowers. She follows these two phrases with a 

twelve-syllable phrase regarding the inability to know what the poet had 

hoped for from "elle." She uses this dreamlike figure until the poet's 

anguish becomes so great that it shifts into the tritone that is used in the 

accompaniment to reflect the poet's feelings (Rosenstiel, 1978, 182). This 

piece is dedicated to Rodolphe Plamondon, a singer who performed some 

of Nadia's works and a friend of the Boulanger family (Rosenstiel, 1982, 

69). 

10. Deux ancolies 

Deux ancolies se balan .. aient sur la colline, 
Et l'ancolie disait a sa soeur l'ancolie: 
Je tremble devant toi et demeure confuse. 
Et !'autre repondait: si dans la roche qu'use 
L'eau, goutte a goutte, si je me mire, je vois 
Que je tremble, et je suis confuse comme toi. 
Le vent de plus en plus les ber .. ait toutes deux, 
Les emplissaitd'amour et melait leurs coeurs bleus. 

Two columbines swayed on the hill 
and one columbine said to its sister columbine: 
I tremble before you and am abashed. 
And the other replied: if in the rock worn away 
drop by drop with water, I observe myself, I see 
that I tremble, and I feel, like you, abashed. 
The wind rocked both of them with increasing might, 
Filled them with love and mingled their blue hearts. 

To portray the swaying of two columbines on a hill, the composer 

uses triplet figures in the accompaniment against duple eighth notes in the 

vocal melody. For the columbine's statement "Je tremble devant toi et 

demeure confuse" (I tremble before you and am abashed) a thirteen-syllable 
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phrase is used. Therefore, the first columbine represents "elle" or "L" -

Boulanger. The other columbine replies with a twelve-syllable phrase 

representative of the poet. After the second columbine has finished 

speaking, the marking is "reprenez comme au commencement" (return like at 

the beginning) as the wind rocks them both. 

Hep1·ene;; comme au commet~ceme11t 
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Example 9 - Measures 27- 29 of Deux ancolies 

In measure twenty-seven, the last phrase of text begins. Boulanger uses 

two six-measure phrases in the vocal part against thirteenth chords in the 

piano accompaniment, a perfect representation of the mingling of the two 

columbines. Appropriately, this piece is dedicated to two people, Marthe 

et Richard Bouwens van der Boijen. They were the son and daughter in 

law of William Bouwens van der Boijen, an architect, famous for his work 

on the Credit Lyonnais building in Paris and the tomb of Alexandre Dumas 

fils. He was also Lili Boulanger's godfather and math tutor (Rosenstiel, 

1978, 259). 
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11. Par ce que j' ai souffert 

Par ce que j'ai souffert, rna mesange benie, 
Je sais ce qu'a souffert !'autre: car j'etais deux ... 
Je sais vos longs reveils au milieu de Ia nuit 
Et I'angoisse de moi qui vous gonfle Ie sein. 
On dirait par moments qu 'une tete cherie, 
Confiante et pure, 6 vous qui etes Ja soeur des Jins 
En fleurs et qui parfois fixez Ie ciel comme eux, 
On dirait qu'une tete inclinee dans Ia nuit 
Pese de tout son poids, a jamais, sur rna vie. 

Through what I"ve suffered, my blessed tit (mouse), 
I know what another has suffered: for I was two ... 
I know of your long vigils at the dead of night 
And anguish that swells your breast. 
It is as though at times a cherished tace, 
trusting and pure- o you the sister of flowering flax 
who at times, like the flax, stares at the sky-
as though a bowed head at night were bearing down 
with all its weight on my life forevermore. 

Boulanger marks this piece "avec un douceur emue" (with a soft 

emotion). In six-four time and in the key of D minor, the key 

representative of the poet, this piece is very sad and reflects Boulanger's 

life. She suffered from the beginning of her life, and thus could easily 

understand the suffering of others. "Openly passionate," the poet 

describes his sleepless nights and agony at being parted from his love. As 

the poet's agitated mood increases, so does the chromaticism of the music. 

On the phrase "Je sais vos longs reveils" (I know of your long vigils) 

Boulanger marks this section "Un peu anime plus intense encore" (a little 

animated and more intense still). From this point on she uses pedal points 

to emphasize the permanence and unresolving nature of the poet's pain. 

The phrase "On dirait par moments" (it is at times) is marked "avec une 

emotion interieure" (with an internal emotion). She opens the piece with a 

thirteen-syllable phrase, beginning with the note d. Thus the poet and 

"elle" are again united within the immortal music, as they could never be 

in life (Rosenstiel, 1978, 184). Appropriately, this piece is dedicated to the 
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human representation of the poet, David Devries. Boulanger, at the very 

least, considered David to be a special person in her life. He performed in 

her judged concert to win the Prix, and performed other Boulanger works 

later. Whether or not Boulanger was in love with him, a definite answer 

cannot be given. However, when one considers the subject matter of this 

poem, and the fact that it was dedicated to him, it can be concluded that he 

was very special to Boulanger even if these feelings were never acted 

upon. 

12. Je garde une medaille d'elle 

Je garde une medaille d'elle ousont graves 
Une date et les mots: prier, croire, esperer. 
Mais moi, je vois surtout que Ia medaille est sombre: 
Son argent a noirci sur son col de colombe. 

I keep a medallion of her, engraved 
with a date and the words: pray, believe, hope. 
But most of all I see that the medallion is wan: 
On her dove-neck the silver has darkened. 

This song contains no direct dedication, however, an inferred 

dedication exists. In one orchestration Boulanger links the previous song 

to this one as a performance unit. Thus, while there is no written 

dedication, one can conclude that this piece is also meant for David 

Devries (Dopp, 1994, 574). 

One recalls the medallion Boulanger received on the night that her 

"poet," David Devries, sang some of her works. Appropriately, Boulanger 

begins the piece with a twelve-syllable phrase regarding a medallion of 

"elle." She follows that with a twelve-syllable phrase against a d13 chord. 
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Again, in the poet's song (#12), she unites the twelve with the thirteen thus 

showing their unity but only in the music. She follows this phrase with 

two thirteen-syllable phrases decidedly representative of the "wan" 

Boulanger. This is the piece with which Dopp began her investigation into 

the possibility of a hidden numeric program within Boulanger's music 

(Dopp, 561). 
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Example 10- Je garde un medaille d'elle measures 1 - 7 
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Boulanger uses open chords that sound dark and gloomy in their 

measured finality. As the poet contemplates the medallion his love has 

given him, the dissonance between the voice and accompaniment become 

increasingly obvious. This renders the medal dark and tarnished from 

wear as well as in the poet's perception. 
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Example 11- Je garde un medaille d'elle measures 8-15 

The ending repeats the opening measures this time only in the piano and 

marked pianissimo (Rosenstiel, 1978, 185-186). 

13. Demain fera un an 

Demain fera un an qu'a Audaux je cueillais 
Les fleurs dont j'ai parle, de la prairie mouillee. 
C'est aujourd'hui le plus beau des jours de Paques. 
Je me suis enfonce dans l'azur des campagnes, 
A travers bois, a travers pres, a travers champs. 
Comment, mon coeur, n'es-tu pas mort depuis un an? 
Mon coeur, je t'ai donne encore ce calvaire 
De revoir ce village ou j'avais tant souffert, 
Ces roses qui saignaient devant le presbytere, 
Ces lilas qui me tuent dans lies tristes parterres. 
Je me suis souvenu de rna detresse ancienne, 
Et je ne sais comment je ne suis pas tombe 
Sur l'ocre du sentier, le front dans !a poussiere. 
Plus rien. Je n'ai plus rien, plus rien qui 

me soutienne 
Pourquoi fait-il si beau et pourquoi suis-je ne? 
J'aurais woulu poser sur vos calmes genoux 
La fatigue qui rompt mon arne qui se couche 
Ainsi qu'une pauvresse au fosse de !a route. 
Dormir. Pouvoir dormir. Dormir a tout jamais 
Sous les a verses bleues, sous les tonnerres frais. 
Ne plus sentir. Ne plus savoir votre existence. 
Ne plus voir cet azur engloutir ces coteaux 
Dans ce vertige bleu qui mele !'air a l'eau, 
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It will be a year tomorrow since at Audaux I picked 
Those flowers I mentioned from the damp meadow. 
Today is the most beautiful of Easter days. 
I plunged deep into the blue countryside, 
across woods, across meadows, across fields . 
How is it, o heart, you did not die a year ago? 
0 heart, once more I've caused you this Calvary 
of seeing again this village where I suffered so, 
the roses which bled before the vicarage, 
The lilacs that kill me in their melancholy beds. 
I recalled my old anguish 
and I do not know why I did not fall 
headlong in the dust on the ochre path. 
Nothing more. I have nothing more, nothing to 

sustain me. 
Why is the weather so fair and why was I born? 
I would have wished to place on your quiet lap 
the fatigue which breaks my soul as it lies 
Like a poor woman by the roadside ditch. 
To sleep. To be able to sleep. To sleep forevermore. 
Beneath blue showers, beneath fresh thunder. 
To no longer feel. Be no longer aware that you exist. 
To no longer see this blue sky swallow up these hills 
in this reeling blue which mingles air and water, 



Ni ce vide ouje cherche en vain votre presence. 
II me semble sentir pleurer au fond de moi, 
D'un lourd sanglot muet, quelqu'un qui n'est pas Ia. 
J'ecris. Et Ia campagne est sonore de joie. 
"Elle etait descendue au bas de Ia prairie, 
et comme Ia prairie etait toute fleurie." 
Plus rien. Je n'ai plus rien, plus rien qui 

me soutienne. 

nor this void where I search for you in vain. 
I seem to feel a weeping within me, 
A heavy, silent sobbing, someone who is not there. 
I write. And the countryside is loud ·with joy. 
"She had reached the low-lying meadow, 
and like the meadow was all a-blossom." 
Nothing more. I have nothing more, nothing to 

sustain me. 

Boulanger uses this last piece as an opportunity to unite the whole 

cycle by using elements from previous songs within the structure of this 

longest piece. She uses a figure in the accompaniment in measure 19 that 

is similar to one that is used in songs 4, 8, and 11. 
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Example 12- Demain fera un an measures 19-20 Example 13- Song 11 measures 1-2 
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Example 14- Song 8 measures 3-4 Example 15- Song 4 measures 3-4 

In some places she quotes directly from previous pieces, for example at the 

end where the text returns to "Elle etait," she returns to the ideas of the first 

song with a direct quotation in the original key. 
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Example 16- Demain fera un an measures 104-106 
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Example 17- Song 1 measures 1-2 
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Another example is her use of a perfect fifth on II ces lilas" words that in 

song 9 were voiced with a perfect fifth. There is a tortured quality to this 

piece as the poet is returning to his memories of the place where he 

suffered. The accompaniment remembers his happiness while the poet 

sings his present sorrow. The loudest point in the entire cycle is in 

measure 31 with a reintroduction of the Tristan motif on a fortissimo (jff) 

from song 6. 

Another device Boulanger uses is silence in this p1ece for an 

incredible dramatic effect. She uses this for two beats before she returns to 

the text beginning with II Elle etait" (see example 18) and after the lingering 
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''fleurie" to heighten the weight of the words "plus rien" (nothing more). 
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Example 18- Demainfera un an measures 109-111 

The poet's "nothing more" wastes away to nothingness and a final 

pianississimo (ppp) on a low D octave and D-A open fifth. The poet's utter 

desolation at the departure of his love leaves him with nothing at all 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 187 -189). 
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Example 19 - Demain fera un an measures 121 - 125 
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The final piece of this monumental work was dedicated to Roger 

Ducasse. Ducasse, according to Rosenstiel was "like an older brother to 

the Boulanger sisters." He also was among those Boulanger corresponded 

with during her World War I letter writing campaign (Rosenstiel, 1978, 37, 

114). 
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Dans ['immense Tristesse 

Dans !'immense tristesse et dans le lourd silence 
Un passe fait entendre, une forme s' avance 
Et vers un humble tombe elle vient se pencher. 
0 femme, en ce lie saint, que vient-tu done chercher, 
Pourquoi viens tu troubler Ia paix du cimetiere? 

As-tu done n tresor cache sous quelque pierre? 

Ou viens tu mendier a l'ombre des tombeaux, 
Pauvre vivante, aux morts un feu de leur repas? 
Non, rien de tout cela jusqu'ici ne l'amene 
(La June en cet instant eclairait cette scene) 

et ce que cette femme (helas! Le coeur se fond) 
ce que cette femme vient chercher 
c' est un frele et gracieux enfant qui dart sue 

cette tombe 
et qui dans se chimere depuis qu'il a vu disparaltre 

sa mere doux etre! 
s'imagine, nail espoir qu'elle n'est que cachee 

qu'il va Ia revoir 
et !'on dirait, le soir, en vision secrete 
lorsque le blond enfant sent s' alourdir Ia tete 
et que Ia petite arne est lasse de gemir 
que sa mere revient chanter pour I' endormir. 

In an infinite sadnes:. and in the still expanse'> 
One hears a quiet footstep as a shadow advances. 
She approaches the graveside she leans over its face 
0 woman what do you seek here in this hojy place 
And why disturb the gravelike peace that none can 

measure? 
Have you hidde:1 beneath &ome stone some special 

treasure? 
or perhaps at a tomb where tears have been shed, 
Poor living creature, seek the peace allowed the dead? 
no, that is not at all the sad reason that brings her, 
(The moon suddenly lights up the scene that 

surrounds her) 
This woman here is seeking (o heart be not beguiled) 
What this tragic woman comes to find 
is an innocent and fragile child who sleeps 

under a gravestone 
and who in dreamy cover since here wa3 the last 

place he had Seen his dear s·weet mother! 
Could imagine in his na'ive hope that she c.nly was et 

hiding to return ere he woke 
and one might even say, as secret dreams encumber, 
that when this loving child drifted at last in slumber 
after his little heart gave out one last sigh 
That his mother returns to sing a lullaby. 

(tr. by Jane May SchirmE.r) 

Translated "In an Immense Sadness," Dans !'immense Tristesse was 

dedicated to "rna chere Claire Croiza" (Schirmer Quatre Chants pour Voix 

et Piano 3). Originally titled, "La sombre tristesse," which means "somber 

sadness," Madame B. Galeron de Calone wrote this poem. Mme. Galeron 

was a remarkable woman who wrote beautiful poetry despite being blind, 

deaf, and mute. Boulanger was so impressed with her accomplishments, 

including that of rearing several children in spite of her handicaps, that she 

purposed to meet Mme. Galeron. When she met her, Boulanger asked 

permission to set one of her poems to music. This poem was set and the 

music was completed on August 24, 1916 (Rosenstiel, 1978, 123). 
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Dans !'immense Tristesse reflects Boulanger's depressed state of mind 

during the summer of 1916 due to her progressing illness. Boulanger uses 

dark sonorities enhanced by a dissonant and complex vocal line to express 

the poetry clearly and masterfully. In the accompaniment, Boulanger uses 

almost entirely low, deep bass sounds complemented by excruciating 

dissonances, to convey the anguish of the mother in the poem visiting her 

dead child's grave at night. In addition, she uses a bell effect with the 

piano part calling for a high octave F repeatedly. Since bells usually toll 

for death, the incessant repetition of this high F drives home the finality of 

death. 
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Example 20- Dans /'immense Tristesse measures 16 -19 

The dissonant harmonies and tolling bell continue until they are resolved 

into a short, soft quotation of a traditional French lullaby "Do, do, !'enfant 

do." She ends the piece with this quotation on softly dissonant quintal 

chords punctuated by two pianississimo low Bb' s, the tonic of Bb-minor 
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(Rosenstiet 1978, 191). Boulanger's use of this French luliaby suggests that 

the mother is singing her child to sleep for the last time, as the rnusic fades 

into the shadows of the dark night. 
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Example 21 -Dans /'immense Tristesse measures 61 - 69 

Ricordi first published this piece in 1919. This piece was performed 

in Paris in 1921 by the Union des Femmes Professeurs et Compositeurs de 

Musique in a concert devoted entirely to Boulanger's works (Rosenstiel, 

1978, 210). Nadia owned the original autograph manuscript until her 

death in 1979 (Rosenstiet 1978, 281). Since then, the manuscript has been 

donated to the Musee Instrumental du Conservatoire National Superieur de 

Musique de Paris (Brooks 1). 
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Reflets 

Sous l'eau du songe qui s'eleve 
Mon arne a peur, mon arne a peur. 
Et Ia lune luit dans mon coeur plonge 
Dans les sources du revel 
Sous !'ennui mome des roseaux. 
Seul les reflet profond des choses, 
Des lys, des palmes et des roses 
Pleurent encore au fond des eaux. 
Les fleurs s'effeuillent une a une 
Sur le reflet du firmament 
Pour descendre, etemellement sous l'eau du songe 

Et dans Ia lune. 

Within my soul where thoughts are streaming, 
There's naught but fear, there's naught but fear. 
In my heart the moon, like a spear, has plunged 
To the depth of my dreaming! 
And in the waters around the reeds 
weeping reflection there disposes 
of lilies,. of palms and of roses 
Where the deep stillness supercedes. 
And from the flowers, one by one, 
the petals fall lit from above, 
and descending reflect in the flood of all my 

dreaming 
And of the moonlight. 

Tr. Jane May Schirmer 

Based on a symbolist poem from 1-1aurice Maeterlinck's collection 

Serres Chaudes, this lonely, dark poem provides a frarnework for 

Boulanger's talent to shine. Originally written for orchestra and solo voice, 

this piece is more often seen for piano and voice. In the original 

orchestration, the harp is the main accompanying instrument, thus giving 

the piece an ethereal effect (Rosenstiel, 1978, 144). 

Although the poem is in three sections, Boulanger obscures the lines 

between sections, and shows her gifts for capturing the mood of the text 

within the essence of her music. She does this effectively through her use 

of contrasting timbres within the orchestra. She uses the harp in the first 

section, but divides the harp part between the violoncellos and second 

violins during the bridge between the first and second verses. These string 

parts continue to accompany the second verse, until the harp part enters at 

the end of the verse. Boulanger uses her typical effects in this piece such as 
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layering of the orchestra, and the reflective mood characteristic of many of 

her pieces (Rosenstiel, 1978, 145). 
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Example 22- Rej1ets measures 41 -44 
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Dynamically, the piece never exceeds mezzojorte. Boulanger uses 

word painting very effectively. One example appears in the passage 

beginning in measure 41 in which the text is "Pleurent encore au fond des 

eaux" (where the deep stillness supersedes). Here Boulanger uses only 

held octaves at a forte dynamic to accompany this descending line. 

Example 23- Reflets measures 45 - 51 
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In the next stanza, she uses opposite word painting. This effect is 

achieved by doing the opposite with the music to what the text suggests. 

On the text here, which talks about "sur le reflet du firmament" (petals fall lit 

from above), Boulanger uses descending and ascending sixths to show the 

falling petals. In addition, she uses an ascending arpeggio after "fall, lit 

from above" to do the opposite of what the text suggests. A literal 

translation of the above text gives more weight to this statement. "Reflet" 

literally means "reflect." She builds a reflection within the music with the 

ascending and descending sixths. 
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Example 24 - Reflets measures 52 - 59 

On the next line, "pour descendre, eternellement sous l'eau du songe" 

(descending, reflect in the flood of all my dreaming), Boulanger chooses 
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whole note ascending seventh chords to accompany the ascending vocal 

line at a mezzo-forte dynamic level. She does the opposite of what the text 

suggests, yet effectively captures the n1ood to end on a high f# on the 

word "lune" (moon). She ends on a whirl of 32:1d note harp arpeggios, as if 

flying away. 

Le Retour 

Ulysse part la voile au vent 
Vers Ithaque aux andes cheries 
Avec des bercements, la vague roule et plie 
flowing. 
Au large de son coeur la mer aux vastes eaux 
Ou son oeil suit les blancs oiseaux 
Egrene au loin les pierreries. 

Ulysse part la voile au vent 
Vers Ithaque aux andes cheries 
Penche, oeil grave et coeur battant 
Sur le bee d'or de sa galere. 
II se rit, quand le flat est nair, de sa colere 
spirits ralley, 
Car !a-bas son cher fils pieux et fier attend 
there 
Apres les combats eclatants 
La victoire aux bars de son pere. 

II songe, oeil brave et coeur battant 
Sur le bee d' or de sa galere 
Ulysse, part Ia voile au vent 
Vers Ithaque aux ondes cheries. 

Ulysses moves toward Ithaca, 
sails unfurled to winds gently blowing, 
The lullaby of waves rolls on in steady 

The fullness of his heart embraces all the sea 
where in his sight the birds fly free 
And jeweled spray afar is showing. 

Ulysses moves toward Ithaca, 
sails unfurled to winds gently blowing 
With beating heart his eyes do stare 
from the golden prow of his galley. 
And he laughs at his black despair, his 

For he sees that his son is proudly standing 

Combat at an end everywhere 
Proclaims victory for his father. 

Reflecting thus with beating heart 
as the galley carries him farther 
Ulysses moves toward Ithaca 
Sails unfurled to winds gently blowing. 

Tr. Jane May Schirmer 

Le Retour was finished during the summer of 1912, and was 

premiered in 1913, during the week of official presentation of the Prix de 

Rome at a private party at the Palais D'Orsay. This event was held to honor 

the recent recipients of the Prix de Rome with a formal dinner and 

performance of their works. On this evening, Le Retour was performed 
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along with two other pieces by Boulanger, and works by Nadia Boulanger, 

and Claude Delvincourt (Rosenstiel, 1978, 91). This piece was also 

included on a list of works to recopy in preparation for publication in 1915 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 114). 

The text comes from a symbolist poem by Georges Delaquys, who 

describes Ulysses' return home to Ithaca after his years of adventure. Here 

the poet uses a rhyming verse with a two-line refrain. These elements lend 

themselves well to Boulanger's setting. Each time the refrain returns, 

Boulanger uses essentially the same musical ideas with only a few small 

variations. As with other pieces, Boulanger paints a mood and a clear 

picture to complement the text. To create the feeling of water, Boulanger 

uses a triple meter. To evoke a foreboding mood, Boulanger puts 

directions in the music that say, "comme a travers la brume," which 

translates," as if through a fog" (Rosenstiel, 1978, 155). 

She dedicates this piece to Hector Dufranne, the actor/ singer 

famous for playing the role of Go laud in Debussy's Pelleas et Melisande. In 

fact Boulanger quotes the closing measures of Debussy's landmark work, 

Prelude d'apres-midi d'un faun, in the introduction of Dans !'immense 

Tristesse. In addition, she employs a rolling repeated accompaniment in 

the bass with only two breaks: first, at the end of the text of the first stanza; 
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second, at the beginning of the last stanza. While the text somewhat 

inhibits the composer from going beyond one specific treatment, 

Boulanger's setting is original and personal and shows the range of her 

expressiveness (Rosenstiel, 1978, 155). 

Assez lent 

cort1 m e iz travers Ia brum e 
3 3 

pp 

Example 25- Le Retour measures 1- 7 showing quote from Debussy's work 

Other Solo Vocal Works 

Boulanger composed many other works for solo voice that are now 

lost or unfinished. These works are important in helping one to 

understand her other works in the context in which they were written. 

Boulanger composed mostly vocal compositions until she turned seriously 

to composition in 1911. Her earliest work is La Lettre de Marte (the Letter of 

Death) which she composed shortly after her father's death in 1906. This 
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work based on a poem by Eugene Manuel only survives in a few sheets of 

sketches for the piece, as Boulanger destroyed it after she had some 

musical training (Rosenstiet 1978, 34). 

She composed three other solo vocal works between her father's 

death and 1909. None of these pieces survive intact however reference is 

made to them through the pages of Boulanger's composition notebooks. 

These three pieces are two Psalm settings, Psalms 131 and 137, and a 

setting of Ave Maria for voice and organ. Only two other solo voice pieces 

are mentioned, Les Pauvres, based on poetry by Verhaeren, and Triste 

Semble (Rosenstiet 1978, 43). 

Choral Works and Cantatas 

Boulanger's talent is evident in all her vocal works, however, in her 

choral works she shows some of her finest abilities. The majority of her 

choral works were student works composed with the Prix de Rome in view. 

Nevertheless, each work contains gems of her compositional style. 

Boulanger's talent for setting text is especially vivid in her choral works 

where she often uses the vocal parts as an extension of the orchestra. 
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Faust et Helene 

Example 28 - Cover of the first published edition of Faust 

The work that won her such acclaim and the Prix de Rome is worthy 

of serious study and should be included as part of the musical canon for its 

musical quality and its historical significance. The poetry comes from 

L'inquiitude de Faust by Eugene Adenis who borrowed the plot from the 

second Faust by Goethe. The excerpt chosen for the Prix competition 

begins with a sleeping Faust who is dreaming of the fantastical beauty of 

Helen of Troy. Faust wants to know the beauty of the person who caused 

such bloodshed and grief. Mephisto warns him that he should not tempt 

the wrath of God. Without regard for Mephisto' s warning, Faust insists 

that he wants to have Helen regardless of the consequences. The one thing 

Faust does not count on is that Helen comes with a price. The victims of 
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the Trojan War follow her and try to kill Faust. 

Throughout this cantata, Boulanger uses two leitmotives; the first 

expresses the state of Faust's soul in torment, and the second expresses the 

intense longing and desire that Faust has for Helen, and no one but she can 

satisfy his lust. Boulanger uses these motives at different places 

throughout the cantata to recall to mind these two main ideas of the text 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 164). 

The cantata begins with an instrumental section marked "Lent." The 

first lietmotif begins the cantata and as the markings change, so does the 

motif. Marked "grave" on the first incarnation of the leitmotif, the intense 

chromaticism evokes the idea of a tormented soul. This entire first section 

is instrumental, indicating Faust's restless sleep. 

Example 26- Faust measures 1-5 showing tormented leitmotif 

After several measures of Faust's torment, at measure 30 the time 

signature shifts from common time to 6/4 and the marking is, "C'est le 

crepuscule du soir, Faust etendu sur l'herbe, sommeil. On entends un Zeger 

bruissement de sylphes dans les airs" (It's the twilight of night, Faust lies on 
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the grass sleeping. One can hear the light rustle of spirits in the air). 

Through the next eight measures, the music portrays the spirits moving 

around, until a harp enters at measure 37 with six septuplets per measure. 

This happens just as Mephisto enters "comme une psalmodie cal me et 

mysterieuse" (like a calm and mysterious psalmody) cmnmanding the 

spirits to obey Faust's every wish. Rosenstiel likens this section to 

enchanted sleep (1978, 165). Finally, in measure 38, Mephisto speaks to 

command the spirits to obey Faust. 

Mephisto 
Esprits qui voltigez dans l'ombre du soir calme Spirits who dance in the calm evening shade 
Et qui rafraichissez d'un souffle ami And bring a sweet breeze 
A vee Ia palme With the beat 
De vos ailes, Of your wings 
Le front demon Faust endormi, To refresh the brow of my sleeping Faust, 
Si fous que soient les voeux qu' il forme dans Ia fievre However distracted his dreams may be in the fever 
De ses desirs jamais lasses, Of his untiring desires, 
Au moindre mot qui tombe de sa levre, The slightest word that falls from his lips 
Obeissez. You must obey. 

At this point Faust awakes, and the spirits disperse. 

Faust 
Je m' eveille aux parfums des roses de Ia plaine, 

Purs Esprits, 
Espars sous les cieux, 
Qui me berciez d'un songe mereilleux, 
A vous merci! 
Mephisto 
Plus legers qu'une haleine, 
lis s' evanouissent dans I' air. 
A quoi reviez-vous done? 
Faust 
A Ia beaute d'Helene, 
Toujours! 
A Ia splendeur divine de Ia chair! 

I awake, Pure Spirits, to the perfume of roses 
from the plain 

Scattered beneath the heavens. 
To you who cradled me in a marvelous dream 
My thanks! 

Lighter than a breath 
They vanish in the air. 
Of what, then, did you dream? 

Of Helen's beauty, 
As always! 
Of the divine magnificence of her body! 

As Faust begins to tell Mephisto that he was dreaming of Helen (meas. 67-

69), the tormented lietmotif returns in the accompaniment. 
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Mephisto 
Quelle folie! 
Et, comme votre coeur facilement oublie! 
Marguerite n'est pas plus qu'un laintain souenir. 
Faust 
Tais-toi! Tais-toi! 
Ne trouble pas encore rna conscience 
Du seul remords que j' en voudrais bannir! 
Mephisto 
Ou retournez a Ia science, 
Ou cherchez en !' oubli dans le plaisir. 

What madness! 
And, how easily your heart forgets! 
Marguerite is now but a distant memory. 

Be silent! Be silent! 
Trouble me conscience no more 
With the one remorse I wish to banish thence! 

Either return to knowledge 
Or seek oblivion in pleasure 

As Faust talks to Mephisto of not troubling his conscience any more, 

the second lietmotif enters in the accompaniment, and is emphasized in 

the vocal line. Boulanger then sequences the motif a perfect fourth lower, 

as Faust sings of his "one remorse." This use of the second lietn1otif 

suggests Faust's increasing resolve to let passion overcome him 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 165). 
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Example 27- Faust measures 79-84 showing second leitmotif 
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As Mephisto ends his plea, fragments of LietrrtOtif 1 returns, each 

fragment beginning on a different note of a B minor chord. While there is 

really no key signature up to this point, the tones at this point suggest Bas 

the key. The piece up to this point and beyond is so chromatic,. however, 

assigning a key is not easy to do. The fact that Boulanger did not have a 

key signature would possibly indicate that she was not really thinking in a 

key, but more on the sound quality she wanted without the constraint of a 

key. Even when she does use a key signature, her typical practice is to 

change keys so often that one wonders why she bothered in the first place. 

Faust 
Non, non, je eux connaitre sans souci d ' autre 

volupte, 
Celle qui resume en son etre 
Tout !'ideal de Ia beaute. 
Helene au front de Iys, 
Helene au coeur de flamme, 
Toute Ia femme! 
Toute !'arne, 
Tout Ie poeme de !'amour, 
Viens a travers Ies temps, 
Viens a travers Ies ages 
Helene, Helene, 
Viens. 
Helene au front de Iys, 
Helene au coeur de flamme, 
Toute Ia femme! 
Toute !'arne, 
Tout Ie poeme de !'amour, 
Viens a travers Ies temps, 
Viens a travers Ies ages 
EmerVieiller mes yeux du plus beau des visages 
Qui jamais appan1t au jour! 

No, no, I renounce other pleasures and wish to 
know her 

Whose very being embodies 
The complete ideal of beauty. 
Helen with the lily brow, 
Helen with the blazing heart, 
The whole woman 
All her soul, 
All the poem of love. 
Come through time, 
Come through the ages 
Helen, Helen, 
Come. 
Helen with the lily brow, 
Helen with the blazing heart, 
The whole woman 
All her soul, 
All the poem of love. 
Come through time, 
Come through the ages 
Fill my eyes with wonder at the fairest face 
That ever saw the light of day! 

As Faust talks of Helen, Faust's "tormented soul" lietmotif follows him in 

the accompaniment, suggesting that while his desire is intense and 
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uncontrollable, ultimately, it will lead to his demise, and that his soul will 

suffer the torments of being enslaved to the Devil for eternity. After 

saying "Viens (Come)," the orchestra begins playing triplet rhythms, and 

there is a definite shift to the key of E major. The only problem is that 

Faust continues in eighth notes betraying the true agitation of his soul. 

Mephisto 
Tout, excepte cela, 
Docteur! 
En verite, vouloir posseder !a beaute 
Qui n'appan1t qu'une fois sur !a terre, 
Et fit jaillir d'une source adultere tant de fleuves 

De sang 
C est tenter Dieu. 
Faust 
Je veux ... 
Mephisto 
Je crains que ce ne soit le dernier de vos voeux. 
Faust 
Ah! Helene! Helene! 

Anything but that, 
Doctor! 
For in truth, to wish to possess the beauty 
That appeared but once upon the earth 
And caused so many rivers of blood to flow from 

adultery's spring 
Is to tempt the wrath of God. 

I wish ... 

I fear this will be the last of your wishes. 

Ah! Helen! Helen! 

Mephisto is still trying to dissuade Faust from wishing for Helen. He 

resigns himself, however, and does the bidding of Faust. According to the 

inscription above Measure 167, at sunset, Mephisto begins to trace magic 

circles. Tremolos and chromaticism characterize the next few measures/ 

until measure 187 when the harp enters evoking a dreamlike mood. These 

arpeggios end with the arrival of Helen herself, and again lietmotif #1 

shows up to temper the ecstasy that Faust feels. Above measure 217, it 

states that Helen advances slowly. 

Helen 
Par I' effort d' un ouloir sublime 
Qui m'arrache a mon lourd sommeil? 
Qui me ranime? 

By dint of a prodigious wish 
Who tears me from my heavy sleep? 
Who brings me back to life? 
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Faust 
L'etemel desir, 6 Divinite, 
0 miracle etemel de grace et de beaute! 
Helen 
Beaute fatale, qui dechaine au terrestre sejour! 
La Haine! 
Faust 
Et qui fait triompher I' amour! 
Helene, indifferent au blame, 
Sourd a Ia oix du ciel qui s' attristait sur rnoi, 
Jet' ai voulue et j' ai donne mon arne 
Aux tourments de I'Enfer 
Pour un baiser de toi! 

Infinite desire, 0 Divinity, 
0 eternal miracle of grace and beauty! 

Fatal beauty that unleashes on the earthly dwelling! 
Hate! 

And incites love's triumph! 
Helen, indifferent to blame, 
Deaf to the celestial voice that grieved at me, 
I wished for you and I gave my soul 
To the torments of Hell 
For a kiss from you! 

While Faust is singing, the accompaniment foreshadows that which is to 

come, the victims of the Trojan War advancing to kill Faust, through an 

incessant eighth note accompaniment. They cease when Faust says he v.rill 

subject himself to the torments of hell for one kiss by Helen. 

Helen 
Oui, celui qui m'aime 
Se montre sans pi tie pour autrui, 
Pour lui-meme! 
J' ai souffert et j' ai fait souffrir. 
L' orgueil douloureux de mes charmes 
A seme, dans le deuil des larmes, 
La mort et je n' ai pu mourir 
Mon arne errant sur le Desir, 
Vit toujours, mais mon coeur repose. 
Ne me force pas arourir, 
Insense, rna paupiere close. 
Faust 
lis expiraient dans un sourire, 
Tous ceux qu'ont eblouis les regards de tes yeux! 
Que je voie un instant leur double etoile luire, 
Je mourrai de bonheur comme eux! 
Helen 
Non, non, plus de victimes! 
Faust 
Je t'aime, sois a moi! 
Helen 

Yes, he who loves me 
Shows himself to be without pity for others 
Or for himself! 
I have suffered and I have caused suffering. 
The agonizing pride of my beauty 
Midst a mourning of tears has sown 
Death, and I have not been able to die. 
My soul that wanders on desire 
Lives on, but my heart is at rest. 
Do not foolishly oblige me to reopen 
My closed eyes. 

They perished in a smile, 
All those who were bedazzled by your eyes! 
Let me one moment glimpse the luster of their stars, 
And I, as they, shall die of happir.ess! 

No! No more victims! 

I love you, be mine! 

Fol amour! Espoir ain! Insane love! Vain hope! 
N'ajoutons pas un nouveau crime a d'anciens crimes. Let us not add a new crime to old crimes. 
L' Amour est maudit! Love is cursed! 
Faust 
L' Amour est divin, Helene! 
Ne te souiens plus du passe qui pleure. 
Rappelle-toi l'heure 
Ou tu t' envrais de I' ardent baiser. 
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Love is divine, Helen! 
Remember not the weeping past. 
Remember the time 
You were stirred by an ardent kiss! 



Through Faust and Helen's duet, Boulanger exhibits n1any of the 

traditional techniques required to win the Prix. She e1nploys alternation, 

unison, and canon in an Italian operatic style. Her setting is passionate 

and appropriate to the text (Rosenstiel, 1978, 167). In measure 311, when 

Faust is imploring her "not to remember the weeping past," the incessant 

eighth notes return as Faust's impending destruction closes in. 

Helen 
Je vis! Je renais! 
Faust 
Rappelle-toi! 
Helen 
Quel feu me devore! 
Je vis! Je renais! 
L'amour fait encore palpiter rna chair sous 

I' ardent baiser! 
Faust 
Ne te souviens plus du passe qui pleure. 
Helen 
Quel feu me devore! 
Je vis! Je renais! 
Faust 
Rappelle-toi l'heure! Rappelle-toi! 
Amour qui m' enfievres, 
Flammes du desir, 
Joignez nos deux levres pour les embraser! 
Amour qui m' enfievres, 
Bn1lante flamme, 
Faust and Helen 
0 bn1lante flamme, 
Ah! Joignez nos deux Jevres pour Ies embraser! 
Joignez nos deux Jevres, 
Joignez nos deux Ievres pour les embraser! 
Helen 
Je sens, Dieu d'amour, 
S' embraser mon arne, 
Mon corps se briser. 
Faust 
Ah! 
Faust and Helen 
Ah! Je t'aime! 

I live! I am reborn! 

Remember! 

Such fire consumes me! 
I live! I am reborn! 
Love once more stirs my flesh with an ardent kiss! 

Remember not thy weeping past. 

Such fire consumes me! 
I live! I am reborn! 

Remember the time! Remember! 
Love that inflames me, 
Flames of desire, 
Join our lips to kindle them! 
Love that inflames me, 
Burning flame! 

0 burning flame 
Ah! Join our lips to kindle them! 
Join our lips, 
Join our lips to kindle them! 

God of Love, I feel 
My soul ignite, 
My body break! 

Ah! 

Ah! I Jove you! 

The climax comes when they sing together, and with a fortississimo (ffj) on 
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II Ah! ]oignez nos deux levres" (Ah! Join our lips) Boulanger employs one of 

her signature devices. She has a loud climax that fades into a pianississimo 

(ppp). Here this is extremely appropriate, as the passion spent quickly 

fades (Rosenstiel, 1978, 167). 

Faust 
0 nuit, o nuit, 
J'ai fait tenir toute une eternite de bonheur en une 

heure breve. 
Tel un Dieu, 
J' ai connu l'immortelle beaute! 
Mephisto 
Helas! Tu n'as connu que !a beaute du reve 
Et voici le reveil! 

0 night, o night, 
I have lived an eternity of happiness in one 

brief hour. 
Like a God 
I have known immortal beauty! 

Alas! You have known but the beauty of a dream 
And here is the awakening! 

As Faust starts to sing of how wonderful the night is, Mephisto rudely 

interrupts him conveying the rude awakening Faust is about to receive. 

Mephisto' s part contains triplet rhythms against the eighth note rhythms 

of the accompaniment to show his agitation for Faust. After Mephisto 

finishes speaking, the superscription reads, II La nuit claire s' assombrit. Le 

disque de la lune prend une tiente rouge, sinistre" (The clear night darkens. 

The moon takes on a red sinister tint). What follows is a series of 

chromatic tremolos, and chromatic triplet scales descending to a low Eb. 

At this Eb, the superscription reads, II Par toute la plaine et jusque sur le fond 

de la montagne de dressent et s'amoncellent des fant6mes de guerriers couverts de 

blessures" (over the plain and at the foot of the mountain, phantom 

warriors covered in injuries pile up). 
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Faust 
Dieu puissant! 
Tous ces spectres taches de sang! 
Mephisto 
Les combattants d'Helas! 
Les combattants d' Asie! 
Tous ceux qui pour elle ont perdu Ia vie! 
Ils vont ous enfermer dans un cercle etouffant. 
Au large! A !'instant! 

Almighty God! 
All these specters stained with blood! 

The warriors of Hellas! 
The conquerors of Asia! 
All those who lost their life for her! 
They will enclose you in a stifling circle. 
Away! This instant! 

As the soldiers appear, the accompaniment features a low Eb-Bb marching 

pattern while Faust and Mephisto sing their lines. This driving march 

shows how the soldiers are closing in on Faust. Again, Boulanger uses the 

chromatic scale to show the agitated state of affairs· at this moment. 

Rosenstiel believes that this treatment emphasizes the "obsession that has 

created the whole situation" (1978, 168). 
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Example 28 - Faust measures 404-405 showing the marching of the soldiers 

Helen 
Quoi! Deja rompre Ia chaine 
De nos bras amoureux? 
Faust 
Helene! 
Helen 
Demon amour es-tu las? 
Mephisto 
Si vous ne vous separez d' elle, 
C' en est fait de vous! 
Helen 
Ne suis-je plus belle? 

What! Must we already break the bonds 
Of our loving arms? 

Helen! 

Are you weary of my love? 

Unless you get away from her 
You are finished! 

Am I no longer beautiful? 
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Mephisto 
Loin d'ici! 
Voyez, voyez tous ces fant6mes, 
Dans Ia plaine au sombre decor. 
Faust 
Grandissez, grandissez, fant6mes, 
Dans Ia plaine au sombre decor. 
Mephisto 
Sa beaute coO.ta des royaumes, 
Son amour entraine Ia mort! 
Helen 
Mon amour sera Ie plus fort! 
Laissez, laissez,ces fant6mes! 
Faust 
Grandissez, grandissez, fant6mes, 
Dans Ia plaine au sombre decor. 
Sa beaute coO.ta des royaumes, 
Son amour entraine Ia mort! 
Mephisto 
Son amour entraine Ia mort! 
Helen 
Mon amour sera Ie plus fort! 
Mephisto 
Son amour entraine Ia mort! 
Faust 
Grandissez, fant6mes, 
Dans Ia plaine au sombre decor. 
Sa beaute vaut tous Ies royaumes. 
Helen 
Laissez, laissez,ces fan tomes! 
Dans Ia plaine au sombre decor. 
Ma beaute coO.ta des royaumes, 
Mon amour sera le plus fort! 
Mephisto 
Voyez, tous ces fant6mes, 
Dans Ia plaine au sombre decor. 
Voyez, Ie cercle se resserre et Ia nue etincelle! 
Faust 
Nuit d'hymen, de clartes! 
Helen 
Dis-moi que je suis belle! 
Mephisto. 
Regardez! 
Faust 
Je ne ois qu' elle! 
Helen 
Cher amour! 
Mephisto 
Ecoutez! 
Faust 
Je n'entends que sa voix! 
Mephisto 
II faut me suivre! 
Helen 
Conquise, en tes bras, garde-moi! 
Par !'amour, tu m'as fait renaitre. 
Je ne veux vivre que pour toi! 
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A way from here! 
See, see all those ghosts 
In the dark plains. 

Loom large, you ghosts 
In the dark plains. 

Her beauty cost kingdoms, 
Her love brings death! 

My love will prevail! 
Forget those gho5ts! 

Loom large, you ghosts 
In the dark plains. 
Her beauty cost kingdoms, 
Her love brings death! 

Her love brings death! 

My love will prevail! 

Her love brings death! 

Loom iarge, you ghosts 
In the dark plains. 
Her beauty is worth all kingdoms. 

Forget those ghosts! 
In the dark plains. 
My beauty cost kingdoms, 
My love will prevail! 

See all those ghosts 
In the dark plains. 
See, the circle closes in and the skies are alight! 

Wedding night, clear night! 

Tell me I am beautiful! 

Look! 

I see only her! 

Dear love! 

Listen! 

I hear only her voice! 

You must follow me! 

I am overcome! Hold me in your arms! 
By your love l am reborn. 
I wish to live only for you! 



Faust 
Fant6me, Esprit, Demon, 
Je suis ton Maitre! 
Arriere! 
Mephisto 
Prenez garde! 
Qu'allez-vous faire? 
Faust 
Ni I' enfer, ni le ciel, ne m' 6teront avec Helene 

L'amour conquis, le bonheur eternel! 
Helen 
Ah! L'on m'entraine! Adieu! 
Mephisto 
Sur nous malheur! 
Nous avons tente Dieu! 
Sur nous malheur! 

Phantom, Spirit, Demon, 
I am your master! 
Withdraw! 

Take care! 
What are you going to do? 

Though they take Helen away from me, neither 
heave!l or hell may take away 

The love I have won and my eternal happir.ess! 

Ah! They are taking me away! Adieu! 

Woe to l!s! 
We have tempted the wrath of God! 
Woe to us! 

Mephisto finally succeeds in separating Faust and Helen. For 

Mephisto' s plea with Faust, Boulanger uses sober and entreating 

characteristics, while for the music of Faust and Helen she errtploys 

agitated eighth notes against triplet accompaniment. At measure 499, the 

ghost of Paris emerges in order to remove Helen. This occurs just after she 

has declared to Faust that she wishes to live only for him. As Faust 

jealously tells Paris that he is his master, the only accompaniment is a 

tremolo on F#. After Mephisto says in a fortissimo (ff) voice that they have 

tempted God, the music immediately fades away to a pianissimo (pp) and a 

few lingering eighth notes remind Faust of the demise he could have had. 

Boulanger's style is evident throughout this piece. However, this 

example is less exemplary of her individuality than some of her other 

works due to the constraints with regard to form and style imposed by the 

competition rules. Because of these rules, parts of this work are more of an 
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academic exercise than an individual expressiun. Nevertheless .. this is an 

incredible work and deserves the recognition today that it received then. 

This was Boulanger's last student work, and publication of rnany of her 

works soon followed this accomplishment. Appropriately dedicated to 

Nadia, Faust et Helene is an artistically sound and vital part of musical 

history. 

Hymne au Soleil 

Du solei! qui renalt bennissons Ia puissance. 
Avec tout l'univers celebrons son retour. 
Couronne de splendeur, il se !eve, il s' elance. 
Le reveil de Ia terre est un hymne d'amour. 
Sept coursiers qu' en partant le Dieu contient a peine. 
Enflamment !'horizon de leur bn'llante haleine. 
0 solei! fecond, tu parais! 
Avec ses champs en fleurs, ses monts, ses bois epais, 
La vaste mer de tes feux embrasee, 
L'univers plus jeune et plus frais, 
Des vapeurs de matin sont brillants de rosee. 

Let us bless the power of the reborn sun. 
With all the universe let us celebrate its rEturn. 
Crowned in splendor, it rises, it soars. 
The awakening of the earth is a hymn of love. 
Seven steeds, whose departure God can scarce delay, 
Enflame the sky with their blazing breat.h. 
0 fertile sun, you break through! 
With fields in bloom, dense woods and mountains, 
The wide ocean kindled by your fire, 
And the w1iverse rejuvenated and freshened, 
The morning mists are gleaming with dew. 

Tr. Nick Flower 

Hymne (1912), for chorus and p1ano, began as a short homework 

assignment from Georges Cassaude (Martin). Based on text from a play by 

Casimir Delavigne, Hymne is a depiction of a Hindu religious ceremony, 

and exemplifies Boulanger's love for exoticism. Boulanger divides this 

two-verse poem into four parts. The first stanza uses the first four lines of 

the poem, while the second stanza consists of the next three lines of the 

poem. The third stanza uses the final lines of the poem, and the fourth 

stanza is a repetition of the text from the first stanza. Boulanger employs a 
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considerable amount of word painting throughout many of her pieces and 

this piece is no exception. For example, in measures 14 and 15, on the 

words "il s'elance" (it soars), she uses an ascending skip of a tritone in the 

soprano part, the bass part, and in the accompaniment. In addition, all 

voices end this phrase at the top of their ranges, in effect, soaring above 

their usual ranges (Rosenstiel, 1978, 150). 
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Example 29- Hymne au Solei/ measures 13 - 15 

Since this was a homework assignment in preparation for the Prix de 

Rome competition, it was necessary for Boulanger to find a place to show 

her ability to employ fugal choral writing somewhere within the piece. 

She accomplished this at the beginning of the second stanza with the text 

"sept coursiers" (seven steeds) beginning in measures 27-35. (Rosenstiel, 

150). 
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Example 30 - Hynme au Solei/ measures 27- 35 

With the entry of the third stanza, a soloist's passage enters with 

triplet arpeggios and tremolos in the piano accompaniinent. Again, 

Boulanger employs more word painting. These triplets enhance the text, 

"Avec ses champs en jleur" (with fields in bloom). The last stanza is given 

the same treatment as the first stanza, with the exception of the climactic 

ending containing forti ssimo (ff) open fifths that insistently sound until the 

end. This treatment is uncharacteristic of Boulanger's normal subdued 

pianissimo style (Rosenstiel, 1978, 153). Rarely does she use crashing 

chords at the end of her pieces (Rosenstiel, 1978, 224). Boulanger did not 

add orchestral accompaniment to this piece as she had done with so many 

of her choral works. Instead, she left it in the original version with only a 

piano accompaniment (Hyperion CD notes, 3). 
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Pie Jesu 

Pie Jesu, Domine, dona eis requiem. 
Pie Jesu, dona eis sempitemam requiem. 
Pie Jesu, Domine, dona eis requiem sempitemam. 

Gracious Jesus, Lord, grant us peace. 
Gracious Jesus, grant us eternal peace. 
Gracious Jesus, Lord, grant us peace eternal. 

Tr. April Smith-Gonzalez 

Pie Jesu was Boulanger's last completed work. She dictated most of 

this piece to Nadia from her sickbed in January 1918. Boulanger's deep 

religious convictions find a permanent expression within this piece. As 

one movement of the traditional Requiem or funeral mass, the Pie Jesu is an 

appropriate movement for Boulanger to use as her final statement. This 

movement discusses in three short statements the need for eternal rest and 

peace after death. Boulanger, being Catholic, undoubtedly felt this text 

expressed her desire to have her suffering end in eternal peace in heaven 

with God and Jesus Christ (Rosenstiel, 1978, 51, 131). 

The first sketch for this work appears in a composition notebook 

Boulanger used between 1909 and 1913. In this notebook, Rosenstiel found 

a sketch for the" Amen," and four measures of the ostinato bass line used 

in the opening. Rosenstiel also found a sketch for the Kyrie movement of 

the mass, which suggests that Boulanger may have conceived an entire 

mass although she only completed the Pie Jesu (Rosenstiel, 1978, 200). 

Boulanger originally composed this piece for string quartet, harp, 

organ and solo voice. This work also exists in an organ and voice 
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reduction for both medium and high voice. Boulanger's orchestration 

employs layering techniques similar to what she used in the Nocturne. The 

instruments are highly chromatic and reflect the inner turmoil of the 

composer. Because of her suffering throughout her life, Boulanger wished 

for relief from her pain. She had so much to say, though, that she did not 

want her release from pain to be in death although she knew, inevitably, 

that would be the end result. She does not struggle with her rapidly 

impending death in this piece though; one senses her resignation to her 

fate, and her peace with it. The modal vocal line is much less chromatic 

and remains independent to create interesting chromatic harmonies with 

the accompaniment. The instrumental chromaticism dies when the harp 

enters with the final statement of the voice on the word "Amen" 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 200). 

Pour les Funerailles d'un Soldat 

Qu' on voile les tambours que le pretre s' a vance, 
A genoux, compagnons, tete nue, et silence! 

Qu' on dise devant no us Ia priere des morts. 
Nous voulons au tombeau porter Je capitaine. 
II est mort en soldat sur Ia terre chretienne. 
L'ame appartient aDieu, 
L' armee aura le corps. 
Si en rideaux de pourpre, et en couvres nuages 
Que chasse dans I' ether Je souffle des orages, 
Sont des guerriers couches dans leurs armures d' or, 
Penche-toi, noble coeur, sur ces vertes collines, 
Et vois tes compagnons briser leurs javelines 
Sur cette froide terre ou ton corps est reste! 

Hush the drums, let the priest advance, 
On your knees, comrades, bare your heads, and in 

silence! 
Speak before us the prayer for the dead. 
We want to carry to his tomb the captain. 
He died as a soldier on Christian ground. 
His soul belongs to God; 
The troops shall have his body. 
When in shrouds of purple and coverings of cloud 
Which the breath of the storm chases through the sky, 
the warriors are laid up in their golden armor, 
noble heart, look down on these green hills 
and watch your fellows break their spears 
On that cold earth where your body remained! 

Tr. Nick Flower 
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Boulanger completed this piece in October 1912, with further 

corrections in 1915, just before the premier of this piece took place in 

November of that same year (Rosenstiel, 1978, 63, 114, 116). With this 

piece and Renouveau, Boulanger was awarded the Prix Lepaulle from the 

Conservatoire at the end of 1912. This award was given to "a young 

musician having produced during the year an exceptional work in any 

genre." She was clearly preparing for the serious competition involved 

with the coming Prix de Rome (Rosenstiel, 1978, 84-85). 

Boulanger's composition teacher, George Caussade gave her the 

assignment to set this text from Alfred de Musset' s dramatic poem La 

Coupe et les Levres in August of 1912. Boulanger treats this text as a sort of 

requiem and even uses a paraphrase of the "Dies I rae" throughout this 

piece to add weight to the funereal aspect of the text. By using the "Dies 

I rae," Boulanger also affirms the ritualistic nature of this drama. 

Example 31- Pour les Funernilles d'un Soldat measures 1-3 

Again, Boulanger shows her talent for text setting. To begin the mood, she 
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starts the piece with a march rhythm on a very low-pitched minor second. 

She continues this underlying dark texture until measure 16 where she 

changes to low octave tremolo style bass accompaniment. At this point the 

bass voices enter along with whole note chords in the other instruments. 

@ a tempo 

Qu 'on vo i - lc les tam - bours _ _ _ 
Let beat-ing of the drums _ _ _ 

que le p;·f · u·e s'a 
g uide the priest 'd10 at/-

~~~~-~~- :_----=~--------~---- - =~ 
--I 

Example 32- Pour les Funemilles d'un Soldat measures 16-17 

When the basses state, "Qu 'on dise devan t no us la priere des morts" (speak 

before us the prayer for the dead), immediately following, Boulanger states 

the "Dies !rae" which is exactly what a priest would chant for death. She 

uses this requiem motive throughout the passages that talk about the 

priest chanting prayers. As the text discusses the dead soldier's soul going 

to God, the instrumental and vocal lines ascend. When the other soldiers 

request the body of the dead soldier, the lines descend. Word painting 

again becomes her signature. 
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Example 33- Pour les Funirailles d'un Soldat measures 22-27 showing the Dies Irae 

Psalm 24 

La terre appartient a l'Etemel, 
Et tout ce qui s'y trouve, 
La terre habitable et ceux qui l'habitent 
Car ill' a foudee sur les mers 
Et !'a etablie sur les fleuves 
Qui est-ce qui montera a !a montagne de l'Etemel 
Et qui est-ce qui demeurera au lieu de sa saintete 

Ce sera l'homrne qui a les mains pures et le coeur net 
Dout !'arne n'est point portee ala faussete 
Et qui ne jure point pour tromper 
II recevra !a benediction de l'Etemel 
Et !a justice de Dieu son sauveur 
Telle est !a generation de ceux qui le cherchent 
Qui cherchent ta face en Jacob 

Portes, elevez VOS tetes 
Portes etemelles haussez-vous 
et le Roi de gloire entrera 
Qui est-ce Roi de gloire 
C'est l'Etemel fort et puissant dans les combats 
Portes, elevez VOS tetes, elevez-vous aussi 
Portes etemelles et le Roi de gloire entrera 

Qui est ce Roi de gloire? 
C'est l'Etemel des armees 
C' est lui qui est le Roi 
Le Roi de gloire 

To Jehovah belong the earth 
and that which fills it, 
the productive land and those dwelling in it. 
For upon the seas he has solidly fixed it 
and upon the rivers he keeps it firmly established. 
Who may ascend into the mountain of Jehovah 
and who may rise up in his holy place? 

anyone innocent in his hands and clean in heart 
who has not carried my soul to sheer worthlessness 
Nor taken an oath deceitfully 
He will carry away blessing from Jehovah 
and righteousness from his God of salvation 
This is the generation of those seeking him 
of those searching for your face 0 God of Jacob 

Raise your heads 0 you gates 
and raise yourselves up 0 you long-lasting entrances 
That the glorious King may come in 
Who, then, is this glorious king? 
Jehovah strong and mighty, Jehovah mighty in battle 
Raise your heads, 0 you gates, yes raise them up 
0 you long-lasting entrances that the glorious King 

may come in 
Who, then , is he, this glorious King? 
Jehovah of armies 
He is the King 
The glorious king 

Tr. New World Translation Committee 
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This work was dedicated to Jules Griset, an amateur cellist and 

director of the Chorale Guillot de St. Brice. Boulanger completed this work 

during her second stay at the Villa Medici (Rosenstiel, 1978, 54, 119). She 

uses no strings or woodwinds in her orchestration and favors instead an 

orchestra consisting of brass, timpani, harp and organ. This work is one of 

the most dynamic and aggressive of Boulanger's output. Her trademark 

elements are again present; word painting can be seen on the text, II Partes, 

elevez vas tetes" (Raise your heads, 0 you gates), where the female voices 

enter for the first time. Here she uses the syllable II Ah!" as an orchestral 

effect instead of voicing more text. Rosenstiel suggests that this shows 

Mussorgsky's influence on Boulanger (Rosenstiel, 1978, 190). 
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Example 34- Psalm 24 measures 1-9 
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This work utilizes the sounds and style of old Israel. This is 

appropriate for text that was written in ancient Israel. Her use of brass 

drives the piece forward and announces the "Roi" (King). She treats the 

text in three sections. The first section exclaims the first seven lines of text, 

emphasizing that II La terre appartient a l'Eternel et tout ce qui s'y tmuve" (to 

Jehovah belong the earth and that which fills it). Only male voices are 

used here, suggesting the typical Israelite practice of having the male 

singers lead the singing of the nation. In Israet it was common practice for 

the male temple singers to begin the songs for worship and for the nation 

to answer. Boulanger expresses this practice effectively within this piece 

by waiting to use female voices until the end. 
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Example 35 - Psalm 24 measures 36-40 showing beginning of section 2 

During the middle section, Boulanger employs chantlike rhythms 

and voicings still in entirely male voices, but with her own underlying 
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accompaniment, that includes some use of dissonant chords. These 

dissonant chords are quickly resolved to yield a legato and homophonic 

texture. Interesting to note is her use of quartal harmonies within this 

section to emphasize the chant-like feel. 
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Example 36 - Psalm 24 measures 80-84 showing first entry of female voices 

The final section begins with the first entry of female voices and is a 

denser version of the first section with n1ore voices and instruments 

participating. This statement of similar text is more emphatic and 

bombastic than the first statement. She repeats the answer to the rhetorical 

question, "Qui est-ce Roi de gloire?" (Who, then, is this glorious king?), five 

times. Five times she states" L'Eternel" (Jehovah) and ends the piece with a 

final" Ah!" on a held chord with the orchestra. 
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Overall, Psalm 24 is one of Boulanger's most interesting works. This 

piece shows her talent for appropriately setting text related to when and 

for what purpose the text was written. Written without constraints of 

competition, Boulanger freely interpreted the meaning of this psalm. 

Psalm 129 

Ils m' ont assez opprime des rna jeunesse: 
Qu'Israelle dise 

Ils m' ont assez opprime des rna jeunesse. 
Mais ils ne m' ont pas vaincu. 

Des laboreurs ont labouremon dos. 
Ils y ont trace de larges sillons. 

L'Etemel est juste. II a coupe les cordes. 
des mechants. 

Qu'ils soient confondus et qu'ils reculent, 
Tous ceux qui haissent Sion. 

Qu'ils soient comme l'herbe des toite qui seche 
Avant qu' on ne I' arrache. 

Le laboureur n'en remplit point sa main. 
Celui qui lie les gerbes n' en charge 
point son bras. 

Et les passants ne disent point: Que Ia 
benediction de I'Etemel soit avec vous 
Nous vous benissons au nom de I'Eternel 

"Long enough they have shown hostility to me 
from my youth," Let Israel now say 

"Long enough they have shown hostility to me from 
my youth, yet they have not prevailed over me. 

Plowmen have plowed upon my very back; 
They have lengthened their furrows . 

Jehovah is righteous. He has cut in pieces the ropes of 
the wicked ones. 

They will be ashamed and tum themselves back, 
All those hating Zion. 

They will become like green grass on the roofs 
Which before it has been tom out has dried up. 

With which the reaper has not filled his own hand, 
Nor anyone gathering sheaves his own bosom. 

Nor have those passing by said: The 
blessing of Jehovah be upon you men. 
We have blessed you in the name of Jehovah. 

Tr. New World Translation committee 

Also completed during her second stay at the Villa Medici, in 1916, 

Rosenstiel believes this piece reflects the torment that plagued Boulanger 

from her youth. The words of the Psalm have a similar theme to some of 

the letters Boulanger wrote to her friend Miki. This torment Boulanger felt 

in knowing she would not have a long life pervades the opening 

instrumental passages that cry out to the Lord in its depressed melody. 

Masterfully, Boulanger mourns the brevity of her own life and the 
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unfairness of that eventuality. She expresses this psalm with clarity of 

emotion and emphasis of the meaning of the text (Rosenstiel, 1978, 119). 

Boulanger uses a historical approach similar to that used in Psalm 

24. The first voices to enter are male and Boulanger uses alrnost 

exclusively male voices throughout the piece. Female voices are used for 

color and effect rather than as part of the textual statement. They are only 

employed on the final statement of the piece regarding the blessing of 

God. The female voices add a mourning sound to this section, showing 

the psalmist's mourning of the wicked. The climax on "L'Eternel est juste'' 

(Jehovah is righteous) begins with a fortissimo (ff) statement dying to a 

piano (p) on the phrase "des mechants" (the wicked). 1\.osenstiel suggests 

that this is Boulanger's way of showing the insignificance of the wicked in 

the eyes of God. Emphatically, Boulanger states that they will be asharned 

and turn back (Rosenstiel, 1978, 191). 

Psalm 130 (Du fond de l' abime) 

Du fond de l'abime, je t'invoque, Iahve. 
Ecoute rna priere. 
Que tes oreilles soient attentives aux accents de 

rna priere: 
Du fond de l'abime je erie vers toi: 
Adona!, ecoute rna voix. 
Si tu prends garde au peches, qui done pourra 

tenir en presence de Iahave? 
Du fond de l'abime, je t'invoque. 

Mais Ia clemence est en toi, afin que l' on te revere. 
Mon arne espere en Iahve; Je compte sur sa parole 

plus que les guetteurs de Ia nuit n' asporent 
au matin. 

Out of the abyss I have cried to you, Jehovah. 
Listen to my prayer. 
Let your ears be attentive to the voice of my 

supplications 
Out of the abyss, I have believed in you 
Lord, listen to my voice. 
If you should remember sins, who shall stand in the 

presence of Jehovah? 
Out of the abyss, I cry out to you. 

But my hope is in you, whom I worship 
my soul hopes in Jehovah. I count on his word more 

than the shadows of the night do not desire 
the morning. 
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La clemence est en Iahave 
J'espere en toi j'espere en ta parole. 
Car en Iahave est Ia misericorde et l'abondance 

de Ia delivrance. 
C'est lui qui deli'lrera Israel de toutes ses iniquites: 
Israel espere en Ia clemence de Iahave. 

Mercy is from Jehovah 
I hope in you I hL1pe in your ward 
Beacause in Jehovah is the mercy and abundance 

Of dE'Iiverence 
It is him which delivered Israel of all its iniquities 
Israel hopes in the mercy of Jehovah 

Tr. New World Translation committee 

Boulanger began working on this piece in 1914-1915, and did not 

finish it until1917. One understands why because of the scope and length 

of this piece. She uses a full orchestra with woodwinds, strings, brass, 

percussion, and organ with a full chorus and alto solo (Rosenstiel, 1978, 

194). Like her other two Psalms, Boulanger uses historical aspects to 

emphasize not just the meaning of the text but the underlying mood that 

goes along with the setting in which the text was written. To this Psalm, 

however, Boulanger adds counterpoint and uses more modern harmonic 

devices than her earlier Psalms. 

She begins this piece with a deep chant-like statement in the tubas 

and violoncellos. This rumbling opening suits the opening text regarding 

"l'abfme" (the abyss). Traditionally the Biblical abyss refers to the 

bottomless pit that the Devil is thrown into at Judgement day. The writer 

of the text obviously felt a deep sense of despair and isolation from the rest 

of the world. The psalmist, however, finds solace in the mercy of God. 

Boulanger felt this was an appropriate psalm to dedicate to the memory of 

her father. Undoubtedly she felt despair at losing him, as well as intense 
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isolation throughout her many years of illness. She pours these 

experiences and emotions into this piece. It is understandable, then, why 

she took two and a half years to complete it. 

Boulanger states this text with deep personal conviction. She ends 

this piece with the phrase, "Ecoute rna priere, Iahave, Adonai"' (Listen to my 

prayer, Jehovah God). This is the essence of the Psalm: the crying out in 

prayer of the writer. Literally, Boulanger uses frequently descending 

minor seconds to portray this feeling of crying out. This piece is basically 

in two sections, the first being completely about the despair and loneliness 

of the psalmist, and the crying out from the abyss for mercy. The second 

section is full of hope and determination, and in the end/ hope wins out 

over despair, in her final cry to "Jehovah." Her use of counterpoint adds 

tension to the first section and stability to the second. When one hears the 

first statement of hope, Boulanger changes from using the organ to using 

the harp against contrapuntal lines in the flute, trumpet, and clarinet. 
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Example 37- Psalm 130 measures 3-7 showing the first theme 
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Example 38 - Psalm 130 measures 26-28 showing the second theme 

The first important motif is stated in measure 3-4 in the tuba, and the 

second is stated in the trumpet in measures 26-28. The first is slow and 

legato with four half notes followed by five quarter notes. The second is 

faster with snap rhythms to add agitation. These two themes battle 

through the introduction until the first theme takes over just before the 

voices enter for the first time. This first theme is related to the theme of 

hope that runs through the text and the second theme relates to the fear 

and despair of the first section of the text. In a microcosmic way, the 

introduction foreshadows the final statement of the piece: hope conquers 

despair. The vocal parts also use these themes to emphasize the mood of 

each section. 

Within the second section, despair returns 1n Boulanger's 

restatement of text from the first section. In measure 363, "Du fond de 

l'abfme, je t'invoque, je erie vers toi'' (Out of the abyss, I cry out to you I have 

believed in you) returns in the lower three voices with articulations in the 
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timpani on beats two and four of each measure. This statement continues 

until the next phrase of the text, II Car P.n Iahave est La misericorde et 

L'abondance de La delivrancell (Because in Jehovah IS the n1ercy and 

abundance of deliverance) beginning in measure 367. When "Du fond de 

L'abfme" (Out of the abyss) returns again in the male voices in measure 400, 

Boulanger employs a chamber chorus of 2 singers per part to continue the 

text of II espere" (hope) until measure 406 when the full chorus sings the 

final text, "Ecoute rna priere, Iahave, Adonai'." 
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Example 39- Psalm 130 measures 400-402 showing chamber chorus with two singers per part 
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Renouveau 

Mesdames et messieurs, c' est moi: moi le Printemps! 
Moi le Printemps, dont le sourire clair charme 

les plus moroses. 
Qui mets des rayons d' or dans les lys eclatants 
Et cache des baisers sous les levres des rises. 
J' arrive de I' azur et ne suis pas farouche, 
Eveillant sur mes pas les sons et les couleurs. 
Je revets de beaute tout ce que rna main touche 
Et rna bouche s'empoupre au calice des fleurs. 

Je peuple les jardins et je tisse les nids, 
J' apprends des airs nouveaux aux pinsons 

comrne aux merles 
et dans les ruisseaux bleus qu'Octobre avait ternis, 
]' egrene des colliers de saphirs et de perles. 
]'ouvre les coeurs sur terre et dans le ciel, les ailes 
Au velours des iris, sur le bord des etangs, 
Je promene le vol des vertes demoiselles. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, it is I: I, Spring' 
I, Spring, whose bright smile charms 
Even the most morose. 
Who places rays of gold in the bursting Boulangeres 
And hides kisses beneath the lips o£ roses. 
I arrive from blue skies and am not shy, 
my footsteps awakening sounds and colors. 
I clothe with beauty all that I touch 
And my mouth turns crimson on the chalice of 

flowers . 
I stock gardens and weave nests, 
I teach new songs to the chaffinches 

and blackbirds 
and the blue streams dulled by October 
I adorn with necklaces of sapphires and pearls. 
I open hearts on earth, and in the sky, 
with velvet iris wings, on the edge of the pools 
I lead the flight of the green dragon-flies. 

During 1911 and 1912, Boulanger worked hard to master the 

required elements of the Prix de Rome. She worked hard on cantatas with 

poetry in the style usually chosen for the competitors. One such work is 

Renouveau. Composed around the same time as Les Sirenes, this work is a 

fine example of Boulanger's emerging style. Originally titled Printemps, at 

the debut performance of this work a music critic praised its inspiration. 

This was also one of the works that won her the Prix Lepaulle. This work 

was performed often during Boulanger's life and many critics praised her 

innovations. She spent some time correcting this piece in 1915, perhaps 

preparing it for publication (Rosenstiel, 1978, 59, 114). 

Based on a poem by Armand Silvestre, and in 6/8 time, this piece 

moves dance-like and optimistic. Clearly Boulanger was composing 
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within a set of fixed rules when one looks at elements such as the careful 

imitative entries of the four voices at the beginning. As expected in a work 

for the Prix competition, she exploits the various uses of the choir and solo 

voices to exhibit the necessary elements of choral writing. Also, as one 

would expect from Boulanger's style, she uses the voices as instruments, to 

add to the overall texture of the orchestration (Rosenstiel, 1978, 140). 
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Example 40- Renouveau measures 201-204 showing use of " Ah!" for accompaniment effect 

Although her style is usually very dark, this piece is a happy 

exception. The fresh and youthful quality of the text shin1mers throughout 

Boulanger's setting. With the opening cheerful line, one cannot help but 

feel the hope and optimism that the composer is trying to express. Her 

signature word painting returns often in this piece and adds to the text an 

innate sense of meaning. This piece carries the dedication, "A man cher 
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Maitre et Ami Paul Vidal" (to my teacher and friend, Paul Vidal). Vidal 

taught Nadia and Lili composition for several years, and spent many hours 

with them as their friend in Paris and Gargenville. 

Les Sirenes 

Nous sornmes Ia beaute qui charme les plus forts. 
Les fleurs tremblantes de I' ecume et de Ia brume, 
Nos baisers fugitifs sont reve des morts! 
Parmi nos chevelures blondes 
L' eau rniroite en larmes d' argent. 
Nos regards a I' eclat changeant 
Sont verts et bleus cornrne les ondes. 
A vee un bruit pareil 
Aux delicats frissons des moissons 
Nous voltigeons sans avoir d'ailes. 
Nous cherchons de tendres vainqueurs. 
Nous sornrnes les soeurs irnrnortelles 
Offertes aux desirs de vos terrestres coeurs. 

We are the beauty which charms the strongest men. 
Trembling flowers of foam and mist, 
Our fleeting kisses are the dream of the dead! 
Amidst our blond tresses 
The water gleams like tears of silver. 
Our shimmering glances 
Are blue and green as waves. 
With a noise like the 
delicate shivers of harvests 
we flutter without having wings. 
We seek tender victors. 
We are the immortal sisters 
Offered up to the desires of your earthly hearts. 

Tr. Nick Flower 

Based on poetry by Charles Grandmougin, Boulanger composed this 

piece during 1911. After showing it to class, and before the orchestration 

was finished, Boulanger debuted this piece in March 1912 at one of her 

mother's musicales. Auguste Mangeot a critic from the Paris music 

journal Le Monde Musicale, reported that everyone liked the piece so well it 

had to be repeated. Boulanger used this piece as a preparation for the Prix 

de Rome competition, and from it one can see her firm grounding in the 

classical technique taught at the Conservatoire. She uses this technique as a 

starting point and employs many devices popular at that time to create a 

personal and clear statement (Rosenstiet 1978, 42). 
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rrl's chant <-; 

The poetry of this selection deals with the mythological siren, a 

creature that sings to seduce sailors to steer closer; when they do, the 

sirens devour the men. Boulanger depicts this scene as vividly as she 

possibly can. She uses a pedal tone on F# combined with ascending C# 

octaves at the beginning to portray the mesmerizing effect of the sirens. 

She uses this effect for twenty-eight measures, in effect, lulling listeners 

into a trance-like sleep (Rosenstiel, 1978, 142). 
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Example 42 - Les Sirenes measures 30-32 

Beginning in measure 30, Boulanger uses arpeggios in contrary motion in 

the piano part to add intensity to the next section of the piece. These 
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arpeggios also serve to imitate water and the rocking associated with the 

sea. Two measures after this change in accompaniment, the first hypnotic 

solo enters. 

One interesting feature of this piece is her use of two choruses; one 

is a full chorus and the other is marked" comme un murmure, au loin" (like a 

murmur, in the distance). Rosenstiel believes this marking means from 

backstage. This background choral effect adds to the feeling of hypnosis 

through a mesmerizing sequential treatment of the "Ah!" syllable 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 142). 
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Example 43 - Les Sirenes measures 20-24 showing use of two choruses 
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For Boulanger, this is one of her less dissonant pieces; however, she 

uses dissonance effectively to portray the underlying danger to this 

beautiful and sleepy piece. In this piece, Boulanger uses less direct word 

painting in favor of a general mood picture for the overall piece. 

Boulanger is a master of text setting and her work paints vivid pictures. 

One can feel how a sailor would be completely mesmerized by the 

innocent act the sirens put on to lure the sailors closer and closer until 

there is no possibility of escaping the sirens deadly clutches. 

Soir sur la Plaine 

Vers !'Occident, !a-bas, le ciel est tout en or! 
Le long des pres deserts ou le sentier devale 
La penetrante odeur des foins coupes s'exhale. 
Etc' est l'heure emouvante, ou !a terre s'endort. 
La fax des moissonneurs a passe sur les terres 
Et le repos succede aux travaux des longs jours. 
Parfois une charrue oubliee aux labours 
Sort comme un bras !eve, des sillons solitaires. 
La nuit a !'Orient verse sa cendre fine. 
Seule au couchant s'attarde une barre de feu . 
Et dans !' obscuritequi s' accrott peu a peu 
La blancheur de !a route a peine se devine. 
Puis tout sombre et s' enfonce en !a grande unite. 
Le ciel entenebre rejoint !a plaine immense. 
Ah! Ecoute! Un grand soupir traverse le silence, 
Et voici que le coeur du jour s' est arrete. 

Far away in the west, the sky is golden! 
Across the deserted fields where the path runs down 
The penetrating smell of newly-cut hay exhales. 
It is time for retlection when the earth sleeps. 
The harvesters' scythe has been over the land 
And the work of the long day gives way to rest. 
Sometimes a forgotten plough sticks out 
Like an outstretched arm from the solitary furrows. 
The night in the east showers its fine ashes. 
Alone in the setting sun a glowing fire lingers. 
And in the gradually growing darkness 
The white of the road can barely be discerned. 
Then all grows dark and plunges into the vast urJty. 
The darkened sky joins up with the huge plain. 
Listen! A great sigh cuts through the silence, 
And now the day's heart has stopped. 

Tr. Nick Flower 

For the first round of the 1913 Prix competition, Boulanger used the 

assigned text by Albert Samain in a way that judges felt worthy of 

continuing to the second round. This piece again shows Boulanger's 

skillful use of word painting to express the meaning behind the text. Like 
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Les Sirenes, Boulanger evokes a mood with this piece that describes the 

sunset. The piece begins quietly with only a solo soprano passage stating 

the first three lines of text in a soft (piano) and ethereal manner. For the 

accompaniment at the beginning, Boulanger employs pianissimo (pp) 

tremolo chords to evoke the setting, the sunset (Rosenstiel, 1978, 161). 
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Example 44- Soir sur Ia Plaine measures 15- 17 

The chorus enters unaccompanied on the text, II Et c'est l'heure 

emouvante, au la terre s'endort" (It is time for reflection, when the earth 

sleeps). True to the mood of the piece, only quiet dynamics are used, and 

they never exceed mf, except for one climactic chord in measure 103 on the 

word II shadow." She uses an interesting effect at the end where she has 

the entire chorus on II Ah!," but with llbouchesfermes" (closed mouths). 
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Example 45 - Soir SliT Ia Plaine measures 123 - 125 

Boulanger deserved to advance to the final round of the Prix 

competition with this piece. Even though working within the constraints 

of the required elements, Boulanger shows not just technical mastery of 

compositional skills, but also an artistic and tasteful ability to set text. She 

sold the rights of this piece to Ricordi in 1915, and it was finally published 

in 1918 (Rosenstiet 1978, 131). 
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La Source 

The piece La Source, was composed during Boulanger's attempt for 

the Prix de Rome in 1912. Boulanger calls for an orchestra with two harps, 

and full orchestra with chorus and vocal soloists. This piece is formulaic to 

some degree like all her cantatas used to prepare for the Prix competition. 

However, Boulanger employs an interesting rhythmic effect between the 

chorus and orchestra when she keeps the chorus in three-four time and the 

orchestra in nine-eight time. Since the text of this piece deals with water, 

Boulanger uses the harps to word paint when she uses repeated glissandi to 

represent "sparkling water" (Rosenstiel, 1978, 55). 

Vieille Priere bouddhique 

Que tout chose qui respire 
sans ennemis, sans obstacles surmontant 
Ia douleur et atteignant le bonheur, 
puisse se mouvoir librement, chacun 
dans Ia voie qui lui est destinee. 

Que toutes les creatures et partout, tousles esprits 
et tous ceux qui sont nes 
sans ennemis, sans obstacles 
surmontant Ia douleur et atteignant le 
bonheur puisse se mouvoir librement 
chacun dans Ia voie qui lui est destinee. 

Que toutes les femmes, que tous les hommes, 
les Aryens et les non-Aryens, tous les 
dieux et tous les 
humains et ceux qui sont dechus 
sans ennemis, sans obstacles surmontant 
Ia douleur et atteignant le bonheur, 
puisse se mouvoir librement, chacun dans Ia 
voie qui lui est destinee. 

En Orient et en Occident, au Nord et au Sud, que 
tousles etres qui existent 
sans ennemis, sans obstacles 

Let every creature, all things living 
without a foe, without hindrance pain and 
sorrow, transcend and at last attain peace 
and joy. Let all creatures move freely, each 
one in the path which to him is assigned. 

Let every creature and thing over all, all living souls 
and the spirits unborn without a foe, without 
hindrance, pain and sorrow, transcend and 
at last attain peace and joy. Let all creatures 
Move freely, each one in the path 
which to him is assigned. 

Let every woman that liveth, let every man that 
liveth, let all the Aryans and all the 
non-Aryans too, all the gods and all 
humankind, those who have fallen without 
a foe, without hindrance, pain and sorrow, 
transcend and at last attain peace and joy. 
Let all creatures move freely, each one in the 
path which to him is assigned. 

In Orient and in Occident, in the North and in the 
South, let every creature that exists without 

surmontant Ia douleur et atteignant le bonheur, 
puisse se mouvoir librement, chacun dans Ia 
voie qui lui est destinee. 

a foe, without hindrance pain and sorrow, 
transcend and at last attain peace and joy. 
Let all creatures move freely, each one 
in the path which to him is assigned. 

Tr. Elisabeth Brasseur 
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The French translation of this "Old Buddhist Prayer" came from the 

Orient through the Boulanger family friend Suzanne Karpeles. Ms. 

Karpeles spent a lot of time in the Orient and even founded the Royal 

Library of Phnom Penh, a library in England devoted to Oriental literature. 

Another family friend, Loulou Gonet, who was friends with the Indian 

poet Rabindranath Tagore, also fueled and cultivated Boulanger's love of 

exoticism. Boulanger worked on this piece during her stay at the Villa 

Medici in 1914, and completed it in Arcachon in 1917 (Rosenstiel, 1978, 103, 

197). 

This Eastern Buddhist prayer is meant for all people, as a meditation 

on universal love. Boulanger expresses this sentiment clearly in her 

masterful setting. Throughout this piece, Boulanger uses limited modal 

formulas that create a sound that is almost pentatonic. This scale is 

appropriate for this text because pentatonic scales yield few dissonances. 

She uses a full orchestra, chorus, and tenor, with pairing of soprano/tenor 

and alto/bass in opposition. Boulanger uses shifting instrumental 

doubling to vary timbre of the orchestra while the alto/bass declare the 

text homo-rhythmically. Boulanger again uses one of her favorite 

techniques, that of the soprano/ tenor vocalizing with "Bouches fermees" 
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(closed mouths) so as not to occlude the text being stated in the alto/bass 

voices. 
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Example 46 - Vieille Priere bouddlzique measures 8-11 

She uses word painting on phrases like "puisse se mouvoir librement" 

(let all creatures move freely), when she allows the instruments to be freer. 

The strings utilize pedal points until second verse where a flute solo 

introduces the tenor solo. Again Boulanger returns to use of pedal points 

and a slow moving bass line to reinforce the tranquility of the text. After 

the solo the chorus enters in canon, which emphasizes the text that all 

should freely follow their own path. This section ends with divisi use of 

the voices as instruments and two beats of rest. This is followed by a 

fortissimo (jf) entry of chorus on the third verse. All choral participants 
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then vocalize on "Ah," and finally end on a fortississimo (fff) (Rosenstiel, 

1978, 197, 198) 

Other Choral Works 

Boulanger worked on many cantatas and choruses in preparation for 

the Prix de Rome. Many of these have survived in tact, while others only 

survive in fragments or in brief mentions in Boulanger's workbooks and 

letters. In 1909, Boulanger worked on choral settings of Psalms 1 and 119, 

and I Corinthians 13. In addition to these, she worked on an oratorio stvle 
.I 

piece titled Apocalypse. \tVhen she began her studies at the Conservatoire in 

1911, Boulanger destroyed all of these pieces (Rosenstiel, 1978, 43). A piece 

titled Sous-Bois survives completely within one of Boulanger's notebooks. 

She never made any effort to publish or perform this piece, however, even 

privately. This work, done in preparation for the Prix competition, took 

her only four days to complete. She apparently viewed this piece as only a 

homework assignment since she never made any effort to publish or 

perform it (Rosenstiel, 1978, 55). 

During the time Boulanger composed Les Sirenes and Renouveau, 

mention is made of another piece, probably a chorus as well, titled Soleils 

de Septembre. None of this piece survives (Rosenstiel, 1978, 56). Other 

choruses, Pendant la Tempete, La Nef legere, and Soir d'ete also only survive 
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as a mention in Boulanger's notebooks (Rosenstiel, 1978, 59, 62). An 

unfinished Kyrie appears in one notebook, as well as an unfinished setting 

of Psalm 126. Boulanger worked hard to learning how to compose 

cantatas utilizing the required elements for the Prix competition. A few of 

these are known only through her mention of them because she destroyed 

them. Nothing survives of three other cantatas, Alyssa, Berenice, and Maia 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 69). 

Another student work is the cantata Fredegonde. Boulanger showed 

this cantata to Raoul Pugno first, and then showed it to her teacher, 

Caussade. Based on a poem by Charles Morel, Boulanger composed this 

work during her intensive studies in 1911, and made final corrections in 

1912. All that survives of this work is the first scene in a piano vocal score. 

This work was never published (Rosenstiel, 1978, 53, 56, 57). 

La Princesse maleine (opera) 

Boulanger's only attempt to produce an opera, unfortunately is 

unfinished. Based on a play by Maurice Maeterlinck, Boulanger began her 

sketches for this work as early as 1911. In February 1916, Boulanger 

decided that it was time to ask M. Maeterlinck' s permission to use his play 

for her opera. M. Maeterlinck sent back his affirmative response and a 

copy of his play by the end of the same month. The two arranged to meet 
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on February 2Qth to discuss the matter. Boulanger excitedly wrote to her 

sister telling her of their agreement. In early June, Boulanger's doctor gave 

her the sad news that her condition was progressing so rapidly that she 

would only have two years left to live at the most. She hoped this would 

be long enough to finish her opera (Rosenstiel, 1978,51,117-118, 121). 

The play is perfect for an opera setting. It consists of five acts set in 

medieval Holland. Two kings, Marcellus and Hjalmar, decide that their 

children, Maleine and Prince Hjalmar, should marry each other. At their 

engagement party, the Prince's stepmother makes a scene and tries to plot 

for her own daughter, Uglyane, to marry the prince. The Prince's fan1ily 

leaves, and Maleine's father demands that she renounce the Prince. She 

adamantly refuses and thus, her father locks her in a tower. Then war 

breaks out between the two families, and the city where Marcellus lives is 

devastated. At this point, Maleine and her nurse finally break out of their 

prison, but only to find their home in ruin. Maleine makes her way to the 

Prince's home and, without disclosing her identity, becomes U glyane' s 

chambermaid. The Queen then begins poisoning the King and while 

pushing the wedding of her children forward tries to seduce the Prince 

herself. Maleine writes a letter to the Prince, claiming to be U glyane and 
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asks him to meet her at the fountain. When they meet, she tells him who 

she is and they reaffirm their engagement (Fauser, 1997: 78). 

The King supports his son, after warning hiln of the Queen's wrath 

if he doesn't marry Uglyane. After .tv1aleine and the Prince appear 

publicly, and announce their marriage, the Queen begins to pmson 

Maleine as well. As the wedding approaches, Maleine gets weaker and 

paler, but her inner strength keeps her alive. The Queen locks I\1aleine in 

her room with only her dog to keep her company. Then, the Queen and 

King come to her room intent on killing her. The King refuses, so the 

Queen beats her to death. Meanwhile, the Prince, her nurse, and the 

Queen's neglected son, all friends of Maleine, start searching for her. The 

King and Queen manage to leave the room unseen, but later, the King 

gives away part of what happened to his son, the prince. All go to 

Maleine' s room to find her dead, along with the Queen's red coat that she 

left behind. The King accuses the Queen, the Prince kills the Queen and 

then himself, and the King goes mad (Fauser, 1997, 78-79). 

An interesting note is that Maeterlinck refused to allow any other 

composer to set this play. Other of his plays had been premiered as operas 

during the preceding ten years, but La Princesse maleine attained a 

reputation as a play Maeterlinck would never allow to be set to music. 
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Composers such as Debussy, Satie, and De Breville approached 

Maeterlinck without success. What an accomplishment for Boulanger, and 

what confidence Maeterlinck must have had in her abilities to 

appropriately portray this play (Fauser, 1997, 72-73). He expressed his 

confidence in a letter to Boulanger dated July 22, 1917, while Boulanger 

was extremely ill. The letter states the following: 

Dear mademoiselle and friend, 
All my thoughts are with you in your pain and your anxiety. But I have a 
confidence which comes to me from I don't lmow where and which I would like 
to share with you. I feel -I would nearly say, I know- that the child-genius who 
must give a voice to La Princesse malcine cannot pass away before having 
accomplished her work, which seems fused with her destiny. 

Maeterlinck 
(Fauser, 1997, 68) 

Unfortunately, Boulanger did pass away before her work was finished, but 

Maeterlinck' s confidence in her definitely gave her much needed 

encouragement during the final few years of her life. Maeterlinck gave 

Boulanger an autographed picture of himself, with the dedication: 

"To my dear little collaborator Lili Boulanger who, by order of the gods of music 
and destiny, is to give to the Princess Maleine the soul for which she has been 
waiting" (Rosenstiel, 1978, 122). 

It appears that Boulanger's publisher, Ricordi himself did much of the 

work adapting the play into a libretto with suggestions from Boulanger 

and Maeterlinck. He ended up cutting the first half of the play entirely 

and begins the opera with Maleine' s journey to the Prince's castle (Fauser, 

1997, 76, 81). 
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Boulanger continued to work on La Princesse maleine even during a 

severely ill period of her life in the fall of 1917 (Rosenstiel, 1978, 130). 

Boulanger continued to work on this monumental work throughout the 

next months, and set herself a deadline of January 1, 1918. Her attempt 

was almost successful. She formed her opera and related it to current 

events, namely World War I. She wanted to portray from a woman's 

perspective, the horrors of war and the strength a woman possesses under 

extraordinary circumstances. One can understand why Boulanger felt a 

connection with Maeterlinck' s character, Maleine, and ivlaeterlinck also 

identified Boulanger with his heroine. Perhaps this is why he allowed 

only her to attempt to use it for an opera. Boulanger herself felt the effects 

of war and the desolation it causes. She, too, was a strong-willed, 

determined woman who triumphed over her personal challenge with her 

health to produce incredible work (Fauser, 1997, 78, 87). 

From the surviving full scene and other fragments, one can see that 

Boulanger used lietmotifs to unify the work and portray themes for 

Maleine, the Queen, the Prince, and "Destiny." Maleine' s theme uses a 

minor second and third, one of Boulanger's trademark melodic devices 

(Fauser, 1997, 88, 89). Dramatically, this motif appears first when lv1aleine 

meets the prince to reveal her true identity. Similar to Clarieres dans le Ciel, 
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Boulanger uses the number thirteen throughout this work Particularly 

interesting is that Maleine' s theme consists of exactly thirteen notes, 

emphasizing Boulanger's personal link to the character. This theme also 

utilizes symmetrical treatment of the first and last five notes. This creates 

an interesting simplicity to the phrase (Fauser, 1997, 92,93). 

l __ 

A 
l__ _ _ _ 

A' 
Example 47 -leitmotif for Maleine' s theme 

Unfortunately, Boulanger died before completing her work on La 

Princesse maleine. Although she asked her sister Nadia to complete it, 

Nadia never could, as she did not feel competent to finish it in the way Lili 

would have wanted. While Boulanger no doubt identified with the 

heroine of this play, Fauser correctly observes that there is much m_ore to 

Boulanger as a composer than just a "femme fragile" (fragile female). 

Fauser states that Boulanger was a "potent young composer of the avant 

garde, a composer of major modernist work." One cannot help but 

wholeheartedly agree (Fauser, 1997, 78, 108). La Princesse maleine portrays 

these qualities more clearly than any other work. Unfortunately, it is 

unfinished, unpublished, and unperformed. 
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Instrumental Works 

Boulanger's instrumental works employ exciting dissonances and 

vivid ideas. While few of her instrumental works survive, her 

instrumental works add to the complete picture of Boulanger as a 

composer. Her piano works (D'un Jardin clair and D'un vieux Jardin) are 

intimate and harmonically complex, while her chamber works evoke 

simple and free emotions. She enjoyed experimenting with genres and 

composed several instrumental works with several different published 

instrumentations. Boulanger's use of instrumental colors equals her ability 

to set text. This is clearly shown in works such as D'un Matin de Printemps 

and D'un Soir triste. With works such as Nocturne and Cortege, Boulanger 

displays her ability to use different instrumentations for the same musical 

ideas. 

Cortege 

Among the pieces Boulanger completed in 1914 while at the Villa 

Medici, Cortege exists in two versions: one is for solo piano and another is 

for piano/violin duet. Apparently the piano/violin score existed first 

because the piece is idiomatically written for the violin, and the piano solo 

loses a bit of the vitality that the violin adds to the piece. Dedicated to her 

violinist friend, Yvonne Astruc, Boulanger sold the rights of Cortege to 
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Ricordi in 1916 along with other pieces she completed while in Rome 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 54, 108, 131, 170-171). 

\ i I ,. 

Example 48 - Cortege measures 70-82 

In this p1ece, Boulanger uses many typical Impressionistic 

techniques such as planeing (meas. 31 - 41), use of pentatonic scales (meas. 

70 - 75), and use of fragmented phrases and motives. The piece is light 

and bouncy with stacatto chords and ascending arpeggios. Boulanger uses 

many of her favorite techniques with dynarnic contrast, for example, in 

measure 78, she goes from a fortissimo (ff) to a piano (p) within one beat, and 

then back to a fortissimo (ff) in measures 81 and 82 on the last two chords. 

This piece exemplifies Boulanger's understanding of the violin and piano 
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and brilliantly, she weaves them together to make an intricate and playful 

statement. 

D'un Jardin clair 

Another piece that Boulanger finished during her stay at the Villa 

Medici in 1914, D'un Jardin clair contains impressionistic devices. 

Boulanger's accomplishes this through use of quartal and quintal 

harmonies, along with planeing. This piece was also among the first 

group of pieces that she sold to Ricordi in 1916. Boulanger states one 

theme, and uses fragments and variations of the theme throughout the rest 

of the piece. She dedicated this piece to her friend, Ninette Salles, 

daughter of Gustave Eiffel, and the friend who gave Boulanger a brocade 

box with a medallion on it at Mr. Eiffel' s birthday party in 1913 

(Rosenstiel, 1978, 104, 131, 171-172). 

Assez vite 
anitnez ltll peu 

Example 49- D'un Jardin clair measures 1-9 
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This piece, in the key of B major, begins in measures 1-2 with a four

note motif (G-B-C-F). Boulanger uses this motive as the building block of 

this piece. She varies this motive through expansion, as seen in measures 

3-8, inversion, and transposition. Like Bach, Boulanger takes a simple idea 

and creates a complex web through her variations of a four-note theme. 

While her efforts remain less intricate than Bach's, her music still 

demonstrates her abilities to use good compositional technique. 

D'un Matin de Printemps 

This work begins with an exciting dissonant minor second based 

chord, to which the solo adds a frolicking, dance-like quality. D'un Matin 

de Printemps (Of a morning in spring) remains one of Boulanger's most 

performed pieces as it was in her day. The finished piano/violin version 

of this piece contains greater precision and detail than the trio version. 

Due to this fact, Rosenstiel suggests that the duet version was finished 

first, while Boulanger was not as ill (Rosenstiel, 1978, 199). 

D'un Matin de Printemps begins with exciting flourishes in the solo 

part but on pianissimo (pp) dynamics, thus giving it a background effect. 

Several times within the first twenty measures Boulanger uses sfzorzando 

(sf) markings followed immediately by piano (p), or pianissimo (pp). 

Boulanger uses quick crescendo and diminuendo markings to propel the 
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piece forward dynamically along with the incessant eighth note rhythm. 

In a free-style ternary form, Boulanger uses the second section much like a 

development section of a sonata. 
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Example 50 - D '1m Malin de Printemps measures 128-135 showing re turn of A section with the theme 

Within this section, Boulanger plays with .fragments of the theme and with 

the basic harmonies, rearranges and modulates until it lands on the 

original idea at the return of the A section. In the piano/violin version, the 

soloist ends on a rapid ascending scale, while the accompanist ends on a 

black key descending glissando, and a final fortissimo (ff) E minor chord. 

D'un Soir triste 

One of the last works Boulanger finished, D'un Soir triste is one of 

two trios Boulanger composed during the last year of her life. This piece 
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was composed for trio, with versions for violoncello and piano as well as 

for orchestra. All three versions were conceived at the same time. D'un 

Soir triste and D'un Matin de Printemps were meant to complement each 

other, and this can be seen in the similarity of their themes, although the 

mood of each trio is very different (Rosenstiel, 1978, 130). 

Clearly, Boulanger's illness was advancing during her composition 

of this piece because her original manuscripts show small notes, and some 

final markings in Nadia's hand. Rosenstiel calls this piece "mournful and 

dirge-like." That is appropriate due to the sad nature of the theme and 

mood. The opening theme is sad and slow dying into eighth note 

descending slurs that mimic crying. After this mezzo-forte (mj) section the 

original theme reenters and transforms into a highly dissonant and 1nore 

agitated section. In the orchestral version, horns add rhythmic weight to 

this section. This section ends with a fortissimo (ff) statement of all 

instruments and the next section begins on a piano (p) with the opening 

theme again. Due to the minor third and minor second intervals involved 

in this theme, one senses a mourning or crying tone to the piece. Finally, 

the theme builds up and is stated once again at forte (f) level to die again 

into a pianissimo (pp) major chord (Rosenstiel, 1978, 199). 
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D'un vieux Jardin 

Like D'un Jardin clair, D'un vieux Jardin was also finished during her 

stay at the Villa Medici in 1914, and with D'un Jardin clair, this piece was 

also among the first pieces that Boulanger sold to Ricordi in 1916. Similar 

to D'un Jardin clair in style and quality, D'un Vieux Jardin differs in its use 

of dark sonorities compared to the bright ones employed in D'un Jardin 

clair. Boulanger uses a chant-like melody with complex accompanying 

harmonies. This work was dedicated to Lily J umel, a friend of the 

Boulanger family (Rosenstiel, 1978, 104, 131, 171-172, 285). 

aced. 
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Example 51- D'un vieux Jardin measures 1-5 

In the first five measures of the piece, one sees the layering 

complexity that will continue to the end of this short piece. For example, 

in the third measure, Boulanger begins the measure with five voices and 

ends up with six. In addition, the harmonic structure becomes 

increasingly complex throughout the piece. Boulanger's affinity for 
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impressionistic devices also finds a home in this p1ece with planeing, 

pentatonic scales, and broad quintal harmonies. 

Nocturne 

Composed m October 1911, Nocturne is a fine example of 

Boulanger's efforts as an official student at the Conservatoire. This is not 

merely a student work, however, as it was among the first group of pieces 

Boulanger sold to Ricordi for publication. Her standards were high with 

regard to what she allowed to be published, so this must have been a piece 

she considered one of her best. She began the piece on October 24th and 

showed it to her teacher Caussade on October 25th, when she had finished 

it. She. presented it to her classmates on October 27th and finally to Nadia 

on November 3rd. She dedicated this piece to Marie Parenteau, the 

daughter of Nadia's ophthalmologist. The original manuscript states that 

she composed this piece for flute and piano, however, at publication 

Ricordi published it for violin and piano. No changes were made to the 

solo part, as Boulanger no doubt felt that both instruments worked equally 

well with her original conception (Rosenstiel, 1978, 47, 54, 131, 138). 

Boulanger uses dissonance freely within this piece with techniques 

like the C pedal point in the first thirteen measures. That is a long pedal 

point considering the piece is only forty-two measures long. Compared to 
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her works in preparation for the Prix competition, this work is freer and 

more personally expressive. This work was a class assignment not in the 

required form of the Prix competition. Thus, she was able to compose this 

piece with more freedom of form and style (Rosenstiel, 1978, 139). 

-~~-------------e--LJ±UJ I-
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Example 52 - Noctume measures 31 - 36 

Rhythmically, the piece stays with the same idea all the way 

through; the only difference is a eight-quarter-eighth note rhythm in 

measures 37 and 41. In measures 31 - 35 Boulanger makes direct 

quotations of Wagner's Tristan, and in measure 36, when the solo reenters, 

she quotes Debussy's Prelude a l'apres-midi d'un faune. Boulanger utilizes 

one of her favorite techniques at the end where the dynamics fade away to 

pianissimo (ppp) and then complete silence (Rosenstiel, 1978, 139, 145). 
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Example 53- Nocturne measures 37-42 

Other Instrumental Works 

Originally titled Marceau pour Piano, Boulanger completed her set of 

Variations in June 1914 during her stay at the Villa Medici. This work was 

never published because the belief persisted that it had never been 

finished. Rosenstiel found the complete score, however, folded up inside 

one of Boulanger's notebooks. This discovery surprised Boulanger's sister, 

Nadia, who had never seen the complete work (Rosenstiet 1978, 103, 170). 

In addition to the Variations, numerous instrumental works exist that 

either were never published or never completed. The year in which 

Boulanger composed Cinq Marceau pour piano, a set of five piano pieces, is 

not known because, because these pieces only exist in fragments. Cinq 

etudes pour piano, from 1909, appears only in part in one of Boulanger's 

many composition notebooks, and this may be an1ong those pieces that 
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were destroyed when she began studying at the Conservatoire (Rosenstiel, 

1978, 43, 114). 

Boulanger enjoyed exploring different instrumental combinations, 

such as trumpet and small orchestra in her Piece pour trompette et petit 

orchestre. None of this work survives, however, it is known that she 

composed it in 1915. During 1914, Boulanger composed Piece pour 

violoncelle, and Piece pour hautbois et piano. No sketches for either piece 

exist anymore, and it is possible that she worked on these pieces during 

her stay at the Villa Medici. During 1916, Boulanger worked on Sicilienne, 

Marche Gaie, and Marche Funebre. None of these instrumental works 

survives. Two Sonatas for violin and piano exist but only in part. She 

worked on them during 1916 (Rosenstiel, 1978, 123, 172, 189). 

During her two years of competition for the Prix de Rome, Boulanger 

composed the required fugues each year. Rosenstiel calls both pieces 

II scholastic exercises" because no effort is made by Boulanger to express 

anything more than a correctly formed fugue. The subject of the fugue 

was dictated to all contestants on the first day of the competition, and 

competitors were expected to produce a fugue according to the correct 

form. Both years, Boulanger's fugues were composed II correct" enough to 

earn her place in the final round (Rosenstiel, 1978, 69, 148-9). 
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She was a guide and an example, according to her sister, and full of 

moral and spiritual purity (Kendall 9, Leymarie 49). To quote Nadia: 

"She had never shown the slightest tendency to rebel, only the overwhelming 
need to say what she had to say. She took care of herself, not in order to live 
longer, but in the hope of saying what remained for her to say. . . . She wrote 
because she had something to say, and she had to say it in an inaccessible 
language, the language of art." (Monsaingeon 80) 

Lili Boulanger's life reflects the qualities that all artists strive to achieve. 

She displayed courage, incredible strength, iron will, and a burning desire 

to create music that was beyond her years. Her 1nusic is internal and 

reflective, showing her intense feelings of isolation and disconnection from 

people in general, yet tender and beautiful. 

It is appalling to note that research into Boulanger's life and works 

yield few references. Within the pages of at least six college level music 

history textbooks, no mention of her was made at all. In three other 

textbooks of the same caliber, one sentence barely mentioned her existence. 

While women in the field of composition have made great advances in 

acceptance and equality, this is proof that women still have far to go. 

Boulanger's music is worthy of intense study due to the historicity 

of her accomplishment, namely, becoming the first woman to win the Prix 

de Rome in music. She deserves a place in music history; her works deserve 

a place in the musical canon; and her music deserves a place in the 

repertoire of performers. Her works are a treasure and worth every effort 
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to get to know them, because through her pieces one gets to know the 

determined woman behind the notes, and from her we learn compositional 

genius. 
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Scores: 

Clarieres dans le Ciel (Classical Vocal Reprints) 
Du fond de l'abime (Durand) 
D'un Matin de Printemps (Faber) 
Faust et Helene (Durand) 
Hymne au Soleil (Schirmer) 
Pie Jesu (Durand) 
Pour les Funerailles d'un Soldat (Schirmer) 
Psalm 24 (Durand) 
Quatre Chants pour Voix et Piano (Schirmer) 
Renouveau (Schirmer) 
Les Sirenes (Treble Clef Music Press) 
Trois Morceux pour Piano (Schirmer) 
Two Pieces for Violin and Piano (Masters Music Publications, Inc.) 
Vieille Priere bouddhique (Durand) 

Recordings: 

In Memorium: Lili Boulanger (EMI) CD 
Theme et Variations 
D'un Matin de Printemps 
Nocturne 
Cortege 
Four songs from Clarieres dans le Ciel 
D'un Viuex Jardin 
D'un Jardin Clair 
Dans l'immense tristesse 
Le Retour 
Pie Jesu 

Lili Boulanger: Faust et Helene (Chandan) CD 
Faust et Helene 
Psaume 24 
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D'un Soir triste 
D'un Matin de Printemps 
Ps. 130 (Du fond de l'dbime) 

Lili Boulanger (Everest) CD 
Du fond de l'abfme 
Psaume 24 
Psaume 129 
Vieille Priere bouddhique 
Pie Jesu 

Lili Boulanger (Hyperion) CD 
Clarieres Dans le Ciel 
Les Sirenes 
Renouveau 
Hymne au Solei! 
Soir sur la plaine 
Pour les funerailles d'un Soldat 

The Women's Philharmonic (Koch International Classics) CD 
Du fond de L'abime 
D'un Soir triste 
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